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the way she feels about it. Quoting Robert Henri: “Don’t try to paint ’good landscapes.’ Try to paint canvases that will show how 
interesting the landscape looks to you — your pleasure in the thing.” She likes to spot abstractions in the landscape and experiment 
with color, form, and shape.
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The bumper sticker, Who would Jesus bomb? is both silly and provoca-
tive. Silly because Jesus lived before bombs, as we know them, were 
invented. Provocative because “Jesus,” even in popular culture, remains 

the standard  
or symbol for right behavior. That question (Who would Jesus bomb?) and those like  
it are shorthand ways of asking — not merely what is the right thing to do — but 
what is the absolutely right thing to do in any given situation.

That is the edge on the name of “Jesus” in such a question.
It began with: What would Jesus do? And now we have: What would Jesus 

drive? Where would Jesus shop? And we could add: Where would Jesus live? What 
would Jesus wear, eat, chew, and drink?

I’ve got a few unauthorized answers.
Jesus would drive a scruffy Japanese pickup 

truck. Why? Because I drive a scruffy Japanese 
pickup. He would shop at Wal-Mart and not at Saks 
Fifth Avenue. Why? Because Jesus likes to mix and 
mingle with ordinary, hard-working people  trying 
to get by on very little. Where would he live? In a 
McMansion. Why? Because he said, “In my Father’s 
house are many mansions.” See how much fun this 
can be?

Who would Jesus bomb?
I once thought there was only one Christian 

answer to that question, but I was wrong.
Twenty-some years ago while visiting my par-

ents in Englewood, Fla., my mother, a tenacious 
Baptist, insisted that I attend a Presbyterian church 
that she had discovered and liked. She especially 
liked the young, handsome, dynamic minister who, as 
she put it, preached the pure and simple gospel from 
the Bible without bringing in politics — and then she 
poked her finger in my chest and said: the way you 
do. My mother had read a few of my sermons and 
didn’t like my political slant.

The young, handsome, dynamic minister’s lesson 
for the day was from “The Sermon on the Mount.” 
Love your enemies. Well, I thought, there is only one way this can turn out. I was 
wrong. When he got to the part about “turning the other cheek,” he noted that Jesus 
meant turn it once and then if your enemy’s  belligerence persisted you were free to 
clobber him with everything you had. Now that’s a novel interpretation, I thought.

It got even better.
By the end of the sermon he was urging his congregation to get behind President 

Reagan’s fledgling defense program by signing a petition available in the vestibule. 
We sang a hymn and the service was over.

A line formed to sign the petition and another to shake the minister’s hand at the 
exit. I bit my tongue, shook his hand, and got into my parents’ car. WOW, mom, I 
said, your minister sure preaches the pure and simple gospel! To which my mother 
replied: OK, OK, that was a mistake.

It was some comfort to me to note that particular church belonged to a differ-
ent Presbyterian denomination from my own. That denomination also believes Jesus 
would not ordain women as ministers. Not all Presbyterians are alike. And not all 
Christians are alike. For instance, we read the Bible differently.

Who would Jesus bomb? A certain church in a certain town in Florida had an 
answer and I’m pretty sure it wasn’t the only church preaching that answer then or now.

President Truman was a devout Christian and decided it was better to bomb 
Hiroshima, better to kill many civilians all at once to save many, many more of 

Who Would Jesus Bomb? 
Randall Tremba

Truman’s favored people. It was a horrible but necessary calculus, or so he believed.
That calculus seems reasonable to many of us. But, then, what of Saddam 

Hussein, who justified using poisonous gas against his Kurdish enemies with the same 
calculus? Saddam was fed up with the 10-year-long, costly war with Iran. Saddam, 
too, wanted a quick end to the endless killing of his favored people.

What is the right thing to do, the absolutely right thing to do when those you love 
are being led like sheep to the slaughter? What would Jesus do?

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the 20th-century German Lutheran pastor and theologian 
who wrote the book Cost of Discipleship, gradually came to embrace pacifism as  

the way of Jesus. He was one of only a few min-
isters who refused to preach the Nazi gospel in 
church. And yet, he conspired with a small cadre 
of other Germans to assassinate Hitler by hiding a 
bomb under the fuehrer’s table. The attempt failed. 
Bonhoeffer was arrested, imprisoned, and executed.

Bonhoeffer never claimed that what he did was 
right. In fact, he thought it might be terribly wrong. 
All he could do was throw himself upon the mercy 
of God.

What would Jesus do? Who would Jesus bomb?
Christians have tried to extrapolate from the 

Bible what Jesus and/or God might say about 
 contemporary issues. The church has gotten it right 
some times; and wrong some times. The Bible 
may be necessary but it is not sufficient. New 
 knowledge, insights, and experiences must be taken 
into account. The mind and heart must be fully 
engaged.

At one time slavery was justified by appealing 
to the Bible, as were the subordination of women, 
and the exclusion of divorced and remarried persons 
from ordained ministry in the church. And now the 
church is divided on the question of ordaining per-
sons who are  homosexual.

What would Jesus do? Who would Jesus ordain? Who would Jesus bomb?
What makes these questions difficult is that the Jesus before Easter and the Jesus 

after Easter are not exactly the same. Jesus said of himself that the seed must die for 
the grain to grow. The seed and the grain are not exactly the same. Indeed, his spirit 
has outgrown the Jewish husk in which it was first embodied.

Jesus was an innovative Jewish teacher of wisdom. He taught and embodied true 
communion with the One and true community with others. His passion was for life. 
And yet he accepted death on a cross as a way to end the perpetual cycle of violence 
and revenge among his people, or so he believed. It was a radical act of faith — 
 childlike trust that love, not hate, was at the heart of reality.

After Easter, “Jesus” arose in more ways than one, including rising into the 
 collective consciousness of his Jewish followers, and from there across ethnic and 
national boundaries. Jesus arose in the imagination of countless souls including  
St. Francis, Teresa of Avila, Gandhi, Mother Teresa, Dorothy Day, and Martin Luther 
King, Jr., to name just a few.

“Jesus,” an historic person, has become a symbol and sacrament of undying love. 
“I will love my enemies even if it kills me.” The challenge is not to mimic the first-
century Jewish Jesus but to embody that way of love with all the intelligence, wis-
dom, and courage we can muster in ever-changing situations. “Jesus” is what happens 
when the divine and human live and work in harmony. And where that happens, the 
bombing stops and the peacemaking begins.

Jesus went on with his disciples to the villages of Caesarea Philippi; and on the way he asked his disciples, “Who do people say that I am?” (Mark 8:27)Byliners
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Religious Worship and Education Schedules

Shepherdstown Presbyterian
100 W. Washington Street
Randall W. Tremba, Pastor

Telephone: 876-6466
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. & 10:45 a.m.

Sunday School: 10:45 a.m.
Nursery year-round
www.spcworks.org 

New Street United Methodist
Church & New Streets
Dee-Ann Dixon, Pastor
Telephone: 876-2362

Sunday Worship: 10:00 a.m.
Children’s Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.

Adult Sunday School: 11:15 a.m.

Asbury United Methodist
Rt. 480 (Kearneysville Road)

Rev. Rudolph Monsio Bropleh, Pastor
Telephone: 876-3122

Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

Trinity Episcopal
Corner of Church & German Streets

The Rev. G. T. Schramm, Rector
The Rev. Siobhan Patterson, Curate

Telephone: 876-6990
Sunday Worship: 8:00 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.

Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.

Christ Reformed U.C.C.
304 East German Street
Bronson Staley, Pastor

Telephone: (301) 241-3972
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m.

Sunday School for all ages: 10:10 a.m.

St. Agnes Roman Catholic
Church & Washington Streets

Father Mathew Rowgh
Telephone: 876-6436

Sunday Eucharist: 8:00 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Saturday Eucharist: 5:30 p.m.

Sunday School: 9:15 a.m.

St. Peter’s Lutheran
King & High Streets
Fred Soltow, Pastor

Telephone: 876-6771
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m.

Adult Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Children’s Church: 11:15 a.m.

Sunday Evening Worship and Bible Study: 6:15 p.m.

St. James’ Lutheran Church, Uvilla
Sunday Worship: 9:00 a.m.

Children’s Church: 9:15 a.m.

Baha’i Faith
Entler Hotel ~ German & Princess Streets

Telephone: 535-2351
Sunday Devotions: 11:30 a.m.

Study circles and monthly discussion group 
(call for information)

Unity of Shepherdstown
Minister: Reverend Anne Murphy

Morning Celebration Services
Sundays at 11:00 a.m.

Shepherdstown Train Station
Seasonal Classes & Workshops

Telephone: (304) 268-4222
www.unityofshepherdstown.org

St. John’s Baptist
West German Street

Rev. Cornell Herbert, Pastor-Elect
Telephone: 876-3856

Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

Christian Science Society
Entler Hotel ~ German & Princess Streets 

Sunday Worship & Sunday School: 10:00 
a.m. 
Testimony meetings: 1st & 3rd Wednesdays 
3:00 p.m. year-round in the Reading Room 

Christian Science Reading Room, located at  
203 S. Princess Street, is open Mondays and Wednesdays 

(except holidays) from noon until 3 pm.

Telephone: 876-2021 
Sentinel radio program Sundays 7 a.m. 

on WINC 92.5 FM 

Virginia (Provenzano) Winston’s 
informative articles promot-
ing the use of native plants in 

the landscape have been a staple in the 
GOOD NEWS PAPER for years, but 
you will notice that her byline is miss-
ing here. Unfortunately, Winston will no 
longer be writing for the GOOD NEWS 
PAPER. She has decided to free herself 
from deadlines and obligations to devote 
more time to her nursery and landscape 
design work.

Winston recalls when she started 
writing for the GOOD NEWS PAPER, 
she had absolutely no experience writing 
for popular consumption. She said the 
only writing she had done was scientific 
writing, in the regimented style required 
in scientific papers, and she had to train 
herself in a whole new style. “I had to 
try to break it up to make it readable,” 
she said, “but I had the most fun doing 
the drawings.”

Winston found what she really 
wanted to do in life after a delayed start. 
She was an artistic soul, but she started 
out as a chemistry major in college. She 
pulled out a beautiful, detailed drawing 
of a bouquet of flowers that she had done 
when she was a young teen. “I always 
loved to draw and design,” she said. 
However, studying chemistry offered a 
practical way to make a living, even as 
she asked herself, “Why am I doing this? 
I don’t love it!”

Graduate school recruiters convinced 
her to go into biochemistry, which was 
somewhat more to her liking because it 
dealt with living organisms. She went on 
to work in a research laboratory at the 
National Institutes of Health. “I should 
have been a field biologist,” she said in 
retrospect. “I didn’t like lab work.”

She subsequently quit NIH to raise a 
family. As her children started growing 
up, she began thinking about returning to 
work. She wondered just what she was 
going to do, since she simply did not 
want to return to a laboratory.

She had gotten into gardening, 
and that, coupled with her abiding 
love for art and design, led her to take 
a landscape design course at George 
Washington University. The concentra-
tion was on woody ornamentals, and she 
spent considerable time at the National 

Arboretum.
Then living in the Washington, 

D.C. area, Winston went to work for a 
landscape designer, a transplant from 
England. They designed for homes and 
estates, utilizing the plants that could 
commonly be found in nurseries. Native 
plants did not enter the picture. 

Winston began taking an interest 
in native plants after taking some semi-
nars at the National Wildlife Federation. 
She learned about the advantages of 
landscaping with the native plants that 
naturally grow in any given environment 
and how those plants have been nega-
tively impacted by introduced invasive 
species. “Native plants were becoming 
a movement in the 1980s,” she said. 
Large, comprehensive native plant semi-
nars were held in North Carolina and 
Pennsylvania, and Winston attended sev-
eral. “It was total immersion,” she said. 
“They were very scientifically based, not 
just talks for homeowners.”

Through the classes she took at 
National Wildlife Federation on creat-
ing habitats for public spaces, Winston 
became certified as a schoolyard habitat 
planner. When she moved to this area, 
she offered her services as a volunteer 
to Shepherdstown Elementary School. 
“Volunteering is a good way to try on a 
career,” she laughed. “Nobody is as criti-
cal of you when you are a volunteer!”

She found the Shepherdstown area 
full of people with young children who 
were interested in the environment. 
She met teachers and parents, and they 
planned a school butterfly garden. “We 
formed a club,” she said, “and it’s still 
going on.”

They started with a garden around 
the school’s flagpole. “At that time, it 
was surrounded by old yews and juni-
pers,” she said, “so we took them out. 
College kids in environmental classes 
contributed their time and muscle.”

They planned and installed a 
keyhole-shaped garden. “The children 
planted it,” she said. “Each class planted 
two kinds of plants and the kindergart-
ners planted annuals. It was planted in 
May and by August it was glorious!” 

The teachers, as well as the chil-
dren, learned from the garden. “We had 
to get them used to using the outdoors 

to teach,” she said. They found that the 
garden was an excellent and fun teaching 
tool for all sorts of subjects. The children 
could use the garden to learn to measure 
and figure areas, learn about plants and 
living creatures, and write about the 
things they observed. The art teacher had 
the children paint pictures of the garden 
that were printed up on note cards and 
sold.

Winston’s volunteer work intro-
duced her to people who wanted her to 
design gardens with natural habitats. 
Since she was a staunch advocate of 
using native plants as much as possible, 
she was then faced with the dilemma 
of finding them. They were not readily 
available from commercial nurseries, so 
she decided to grow them herself.

She started her native plant nursery 
about six years ago. “I began with wild 
hydrangeas, spicebush and pawpaw 
because I could get them around here,” 
she said.

She had not done much plant propa-
gation, so a lot of it was self-taught by 
trial and error. She recalled, with a 
rueful laugh, an early experience with 
wild hydrangea seeds. She took a flat of 
small pots of soil, scattered the powdery 
hydrangea seeds over them, and placed 
the flat on the ground. By spring, the 
pots were packed with plants that had 
been seeded much too heavily. They had 
grown through the bottoms of the pots 
and were well rooted into the ground. 

Currently, Winston grows spicebush, 
bladdernut, and pawpaw from seed, but 
she buys in a lot of rooted cuttings from 

native plant suppliers and grows them 
to saleable size. “They can get a lot of 
material that I can’t,” she said.

Winston has continued to send out 
trial balloons to see the direction in 
which her business will grow. She put 
out a cut flower garden with the inten-
tion of selling to florists but doubts that 
she will continue that venture. “I sold 
some cut flowers to florists, but it’s very 
 seasonal,” she said. “Florists want so 
many flowers in the spring, and that’s 
the time of year when I have too much 
else to do.”

Most of Winston’s design work is 
for home gardens with habitat for wild-
life. She says that she has not looked for 
commercial work, although she has done 
a few gated entries for subdivisions. She 
noted that most people do not realize 
that almost all of the plants used in com-
mercial plantings have been introduced 
from Asia. “There is so much that people 
don’t know,” she commented.

Winston says she plans to work as 
long as she is physically able, but she is 
really not interested in her business get-
ting any bigger. “I don’t want to have to 
hire anybody,” she said.

Her husband, Eldon, teaches t’ai 
chi and organic gardening, and both of 
them teach classes for Master Gardeners. 
“He does vegetables and I do the native 
plants,” she said.

Virginia Winston is a member of 
the West Virginia/Maryland Native Plant 
Society. You can reach her by E-mail at 
provenzano4@earthlink.net.

Going Native
Claire Stuart

Virginia Provenzano Winston
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Dear Reader,

 You hold the future of the GOOD NEWS PAPER in your hands. This is our one and only appeal for 

financial gifts. With your help we can keep a good thing going into a 28th year.

 The first issue of the GOOD NEWS PAPER was published in May 1979 with a press run of 1,000 

copies. We now print 13,000 copies and mail nearly 12,000. Virtually every mailbox within five miles of 

Shepherdstown gets a copy — and, by request, hundreds more from Maine to California and Alaska to 

Florida. Nearly 20,000 people read each issue.

 The GOOD NEWS PAPER is free because dozens of people — writers, editors, typists, photographers, 

illustrators, proofreaders, and designers — donate their time and talent. We are grateful for the donation 

of artistic and graphic services by HBP of Hagerstown.

 The GOOD NEWS PAPER not only reads well, but looks good, too, because of an experienced and 

 talented production team including senior designer Melinda Schmitt, senior photographic editor Nan 

Doss, senior copy editor Rie Wilson, senior proofreaders John Foxen and Betty Lou Bryant, senior pre-

publication editor Libby Howard, and senior editors Hunter Barrat, Claire Stuart, Nan Broadhurst, Ed 

Zahniser, Mark Madison, and Marge Dower. We have enjoyed several new and returning writers this 

year: Betty Lou Bryant, Natasha Baihly, Jim Laise, Marie Carter, and Richard Belisle. Ruth Weese has 

taken on photographic duties adeptly.

 We regret to announce several retirements from these pages: Virginia (Provenzano) Winston from her 

long-standing column on plants, Hunter Barrat from the KIDS page, Al Henderson from his homespun 

page, and Thomas Harding from his Meeting People page. With so many gone, we’re looking for new 

writers. Drop us a line if you’d like to be one.

 We regret to announce the death of Hank Buckner, a loyal and dependable distributor for many years. 

He will be greatly missed. We are grateful that Ed and Kitty Kelly assisted Hank and will continue with 

that job.

 Volunteers keep the cost of producing this community magazine to an absolute minimum. Each 

 quarterly issue costs about $3,000 to print and mail. That adds up to $12,000 for the year. Our Business & 

Service Directory brings in $4,800. The several religious communities of the Shepherdstown Ministerial 

Association contribute another $1,200. The rest — $6,000 — must come in gifts from you.

 And your gifts do come in — ranging from $5 to $200. Please send your gift today. You may use 

the enclosed self-addressed envelope (if it hasn’t fallen out!). Make checks payable to the GOOD NEWS 

PAPER, or simply GNP, and help keep a good thing going.

Sincerely,

Randall W. Tremba

Executive Editor

P.S. Give a gift subscription to your friends or relatives. Absolutely free, of course. Use the handy coupon 

on page 2. They’ll thank you for it. 

From the GNP Archives from Winter 1996
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If you have been a reader 
of the local Shepherdstown 
papers over the past sev-

eral years, you have no doubt 
made the acquaintance of Andy 
Ace, the big black dog who 
observes everything that’s going 
on around town and offers his 
 opinions in “Dog’s Eye View.” 
His companion person, cartoon-
ist Lou Cox, has painstakingly 
translated his comments for 
publication.

Everyday life has always 
provided inspiration for Cox, 
who has been cartooning for 
decades. Cox’s life so far has 
taken her through a host of 
changes in situations and loca-
tions, so there has certainly been 
no lack of material.

Originally from 
Pennsylvania, Cox studied art 
and history in college. She went 
to work as a flight attendant 
(then called a hostess) for TWA, 
based in Kansas City. 

In those days, she recalled, 
before every rich and/or famous 
person had a private plane, 
celebrities were occasion-
ally encountered on flights. 
Cox remembered the time that 

actor Forrest Tucker asked 
another hostess for a date, but 
the woman had not brought an 
appropriate change of clothes.  
“I lent her my knit suit,” 
laughed Cox, “so after that, I 
could say that my suit went out 
with Forrest Tucker.”

It was on a plane where she 
met her future husband, a farmer 
who was on his way to a party 
at his college fraternity. He had 
bet his friends that he could get 
a date with an airline hostess, 
manufacturing an elaborate ruse 
about a lost watch — a fact 
unbeknownst to her until after 
their wedding. 

After her marriage, Cox, 
who had never been on a farm 
before, moved to her husband’s 
large family farm near Wichita, 
Kan. They grew field crops, 
including wheat, corn, alfalfa, 
and soybeans, and raised Black 
Angus cattle. Their four daugh-
ters, Holiday, Shon, Willow, 
and Elyce, were born in Kansas, 
the fifth generation on the farm.

It was not an easy life, 
and Cox describes farming as 
similar to gambling. “You never 
knew until the harvest whether 
you had a crop. The weather 
was harsh and unpredictable. 
There could be a hailstorm just 
before harvest time. You might 
have a good crop or you might 
end up with nothing.” 

During those farming years, 
Cox drew a cartoon series 
called “He Said,” based on the 
exchanges between her husband 
and herself. It ran for about seven 
years in farming magazines 

in Kansas and the Dakotas. In 
addition, she drew fashion illus-
trations for area newspapers.

For 11 years, Cox oper-
ated a bed and breakfast, the 
Inn at Sedgwick, on their farm. 
It was open only on Friday and 
Saturday nights and served 36 
people for dinner each night, 

with a limited five-course menu 
that was decided on Monday. 
Cox prided herself on the qual-
ity of the food she served, grow-
ing her own seasonal vegetables 
and baking pies from scratch. 

None of the four Cox 
daughters was interested in con-
tinuing the farming life. Holiday 
tragically died of cancer at 18. 
Shon married and moved to 
Minnesota. Willow moved to 
New York City to become a 
ballet dancer, and Elyce went to 
New York to work in the fash-
ion industry.

Her daughters’ adventures 
in New York City soon became 
material for more of Cox’s car-
toons. In addition, she created a 
cartoon series about children in 
church. She illustrated a  beautiful 
children’s book called Flying 
Lesson about a bird family. She 
has written and illustrated a 
delightful Easter book for chil-
dren that is as yet to be published. 

The Coxes eventually gave 
up farming and moved east. 
Cox and her husband parted and 
she went to care for her aging 
mother. Cox had already discov-
ered Shepherdstown on a visit to 
her mother in Pennsylvania.  
“I got lost and found Shepherds-
town. It looked like a Christmas 
card!” she said. She bought a 
place in Cress Creek for herself 
and her mother, but her mother 
died within a few months.

In the meantime, Cox’s 
daughter Elyce had gone into 
business in New York with a 
college friend, making designer 
handbags. They were talented 
and in the right place at the right 
time, and their little business 
grew into the highly successful 
Kate Spade Handbags. Cox’s 
lovely home on Church Street in 
Shepherdstown was built for her 
by her daughter Elyce.

Andy Ace, a Lab-vizsla 
mix, the star of Cox’s “Dog’s 
Eye View,” was rescued from a 
shelter in Kansas. He lived on 
the farm, came to Shepherds-
town with Cox, and accompa-

nied her everywhere. Andy Ace 
passed away at the age of 15, 
but he lives on in Cox’s car-
toons. She has had many dogs 
over the years, but she says that 
Andy was one of those very 
special dogs that some people 
are lucky enough to find. “I 
could never find another dog 
like Andy,” she said, “so I never 
got another dog.” 

While Andy was living, 
Cox said she didn’t do her 
drawings of him from life, not-
ing that dogs simply don’t stay 
still and pose. “But I took a lot 
of photos of him in all position, 
and I did lots of sketches of 
him. Rough sketches actually 
can capture more body action 
than  photos.”

Besides cartooning, Cox 
enjoys painting with oils, pri-
marily still lifes, and working 
in her garden. She volunteers 
as a driver for Good Shepherd 
Caregivers, and is active in the 
Christ Reformed Church. She 
likes to bake and takes pride in 
a special chocolate-buttermilk 
cake she makes for fund-raisers.
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Lou Cox at her drawing board
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Lou Cox
The Woman Behind the Dog

Claire Stuart

Elegantly clubby might be the best way to describe 
veteran restaurateurs Mike and Deborah Luksa’s 
newly opened The Press Room on West German 

Street in Shepherdstown. Named for the newspaper, 
the defunct Shepherdstown Independent and print shop, 
which once inhabited the space — the press actually sat 
where the kitchen is now — the Luksas want to provide 
a Manhattan menu with a homey feel.

Both now call the Shepherdstown area home; wife 
Deborah is a Shepherd graduate. They met and were 
employed at The Yellow Brick Bank restaurant, during 
former owner Kevin Connell’s earliest days. They use 
local materials in The Press Room — from renovating 
to cooking. Some call the decor European; others call 
the menu Mediterranean. All call the restaurant friendly.

“We use as many regional ingredients as we can. 
We are working with suppliers like the local herb grow-
ers who make this community what it is. Of course 
some people can’t supply us with quantities needed by 
a restaurant. But we used local venders for construc-
tion. The booths were made by a company outside 
Martinsburg and the tables came from a company out-
side Hagerstown,” said Mike Luksa.

Local businessman Bill Howard sold the Luksas 
the building at 129 West German, adjacent to the his-
toric movie house, in March of 2004. Howard had used 
the property himself and later was renting it to a pair of 
retailers who leased the building until the Luksas came 
along.

When Howard provided them with the deed, he 
also presented them with a plaque reading 1792, when 
some believe the building was erected. Though the 
structure had been left in good order, turning retail 
space into a dining establishment took some doing. 
Luksa said he and his local renovators started on 

the place in March of this year and it finally opened 
September 6.

You can see the original header on the downstairs 
ceiling, which extends from dining room to the bar. 
The wooden floors have been exposed. The proprietors 
asked the work persons to bring the space back to its 
original state, as best they could, by exposing the brick 
walls. The lighting is downright enchanting.

The two dining rooms downstairs can seat about 40 
to 60 diners in the open area, depending on the occasion. 
The second and third floors are currently being leased.

Mike Luksa began his cooking career while living 
in Buffalo in 1974. The state of New York provided 
certain public schools with an accelerated culinary arts 
academy and Mike spent his formative years traipsing 
the state and being trained by certified chefs.

Kevin Connell, the original owner of the Yellow 
Brick Bank down the street, hired Luksa to be his lead 
chef soon after the regionally famous gathering place 
opened. Deborah came on in 1980. The two met and 
married and were ultimately the core of Connell’s bur-
geoning business.

In the latter stages of his Shepherdstown ten-
ure, Connell decided to move his family back to his 
native New England. Mike and Deborah followed 
later to help Connell open a restaurant similar to the 
Bank in Rye, N.H. But because of the allure of this 
region — Deborah’s parents live off the Martinsburg-
Shepherdstown Pike and Mike had made steadfast 
friends during his Bank run — they decided to return. 
When the Howard offer came up, they jumped at it.

Describing The Press Room’s menu is like describ-
ing a fine wine. It’s tricky. The Luksas start with local 
ingredients with a Mediterranean theme. Dishes climb 
up the ladder from pizza to entrees served in places 
akin to Manhattan, where Mike says with a laugh he 
was forced into doing his research.

Recently, local diner Al Henderson had this to say 
about the place. “It was very relaxing. We [he and wife 
Sharon] stopped there on the way to a reading at the 
university. I ordered a pizza, but there was none of this 
attitude about us being tight-fisted. We had a short wait, 
but they got right to us. The food was good.”

Henderson, who has lived throughout the country, 
said the ambiance instantly reminds him of a local 
place where he used to hang out in Hyde Park, a trendy 
part of Chicago.

Luksa recommends reservations for longer soirees, 
but said dress is relaxed. A stocked bar sits in a private 
corner of the downstairs space, and customers are wel-
come to go there, or anywhere really, to graze.

Business has bustled with “a lot of familiar faces, 
which is the fun part,” said Mike. He expects out-of-
town business to pick up with the Christmas shopping 
season as tourists pour through Shepherdstown.

“In the end we are a service industry. One of the 
great ways to celebrate is through food. Part of the way 

people relax is to go out to eat and enjoy themselves. 
Almost like any form of entertainment, a meal brings 
people together for conversation. It’s a great way to go 
and relax. People work so hard today, they need a place 
like this,” he said.

“I respect the word chef. There is more to being a 
chef than going to an accelerated school and learning 
under certified chefs. You have to do it a long time. 
That’s the kind of attitude we try to bring here.”

There are two dining rooms in the circa 18th-
century building — a main one and another called “the 
library” because of the cookbooks on display. The 
Press Room is open from 5 p.m. on, Thursday through 
Monday. Call (304) 876-8777 for reservations. Lunch 
and brunch servings may be offered in the future.

“We’re just taking it one step at a time,” said Luksa.

Jim Laise is the senior writer for WVSports.com, a 
 content-driven, interactive Web site for fans of the West 
Virginia University Mountaineers.

The Press Room
Because Man Can’t Live on News Alone

Jim Laise

The Press Room owners Mike and Deborah Luksa

The Press Room interior
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With a boyish appearance and 
easygoing personality, Chris 
Walter is a natural fit for 

his job as principal of Wright Denny 
Elementary School. Chris comes from a 
family of educators and talks about his 
affection for students as one of his pri-
mary motivations for pursuing a career 
in education. “In education, the most 
important thing is that you’ve gotta love 
kids,” he stated. “You need to make a 
personal connection with students to be a 
good educator. You see that light in their 
eyes — it gets you!”

Chris is one of the many thriv-
ing graduates of Jefferson High School 
(class of ’91) who attributes his success 
in part to the experience he had during 
his high school years. Chris found “a 
good group of kids” at Jefferson High 
School. He said the school was not 
cliquish and his high school education 
left him “extremely well-prepared for 
college.” Chris noted that when he was 
at Jefferson High, they had just started 
offering AP courses. 

Chris was born in Hagerstown, 
Md., but grew up in Shepherdstown. His 
grandmother and mother both taught at 
Shepherdstown Elementary School (his 
mother is still there) and his father works 
for Jefferson County Schools. 

Chris attended Shepherdstown 
Elementary and Middle Schools, where 
he says, “Teachers made learning a lot of 
fun.” Middle school was a transition time 
for Chris, and he admits to being not 
always the model student there, a pattern 
that he changed when he went to high 
school. Shepherdstown Middle School 
was “academically oriented,” Chris says, 
“But I chose more fun things to do at 
times.”

Although Chris briefly considered 
following in the footsteps of his brother 
Mike to pursue accounting at Penn State, 
he opted instead to attend Shepherd 
University, where he received a bach-
elor’s degree in Elementary Education. 
Chris later earned a master’s degree in 
Educational Leadership (Administration) 
from West Virginia University.

Chris says in his family, “not going 
to college was not an option. You had to 
have a degree or trade.” He had a “great 

experience” at Shepherd University, 
and was especially appreciative of the 
small class size. “Professors knew you 
on a first-name basis,” according to 
Chris. He found the curriculum to be 
rigorous. “You earned your education at 
Shepherd,” he says. “You had to be there 
every day.”

Chris says he knew when he was 
a high school junior that he wanted to 
coach some day. He loves sports and 
played high school baseball, football, 
and tennis. Chris coached when he 
was a teacher and still coaches tennis 
at Jefferson High School. Although he 
is busy, Chris can always find time for 
sports, whether it is playing or coaching 
or watching the Shepherd Rams compete.

Before becoming Principal of 
Wright Denny Elementary School in 
2004, Chris taught seventh grade sci-
ence at Charles Town Middle School for 
one year and then fifth grade at North 
Jefferson for six years. While at North 
Jefferson, Chris served as acting head 
teacher for 18 months, was a member 
of the curriculum team and discipline 
team, served as teacher association rep-
resentative, chaired the faculty senate, 
and was the school’s staff development 

coordinator. Chris believes all of these 
experiences were good preparation for 
the administrative duties required in his 
current position. 

Chris commented there have been 
no surprises in his current job because 
he did student teaching at Wright Denny 
and knew what to expect. “We have 
a strong staff here,” Chris relates, and 
notes that teachers at Wright Denny 
have, for the most part, resisted the 
temptation to cross the state border for 
more money. Although he enjoys being a 
principal, Chris misses having the daily 
positive student interaction he had when 
he was teaching. Many of the students 
he now sees are either in trouble or are 
experiencing some kind of problem.

The inability to increase teacher 
salaries is his “biggest struggle,” Chris 
says. The Eastern Panhandle is “losing 
quality teachers every year and can’t 
gain new ones” because of the relatively 
high cost of living in this part of the state 
and the opportunities teachers have to 
earn higher salaries in adjacent states. 
While he believes locality pay would 
help address this problem, Chris is con-
cerned that it will be difficult for the 
concept of locality pay to receive enough 

support from legislators in other parts of 
the state. “The Recht decision hurts us,” 
Chris commented. “The ability to keep a 
higher share of tax money locally would 
help.”

Chris believes different educa-
tional strategies work for different kids. 
“Best practices are those that work for 
your kids. You have to learn your kids’ 
strengths and weaknesses and adjust your 
teaching strategies to what works.”

Chris is well-grounded by his fam-
ily. “My wife Jennifer is a great person,” 
he said. “We have a beautiful daughter.” 
He talks lovingly about their little girl, 
three-year-old Anna, who is a big fan of 
Dora, the Explorer. “She’s a handful — 
everything is why?”

Jennifer, whom Chris began dat-
ing in high school, teaches kindergarten 
at Page Jackson Elementary School. 
She also is a Jefferson High School and 
Shepherd University alum and the couple 
live in Charles Town. 

Along with his family, Chris runs a 
catering service on the premises of the 
Charles Town Moose Lodge. They lease 
the kitchen and manage special events as 
well as a restaurant featuring full dinner 
and sandwich menus. 

A Matter of Principal
Marie Carter
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Principal Chris Walter with students

“Wholly committed, com-
pletely unaffected.” This 
is what serves me as the 

best guide in my new job as mayor of 
Shepherdstown. Although we are a small 
town as municipalities go, we have a 
complex government and a passionate 
constituency. Being mayor requires full 
concentration, intense participation, and 
at the same time, as much impartiality 
and inner detachment as one can bring to 
the job. It is very important to remember, 
in the heat of the moment, that we are 
only talking about “parking” or “how to 
repair our sidewalks.” Important issues 
to be sure, but at the same time they may 
also be used as a yardstick of our being, 
or what we can bear.

What has been most interesting to 
me, and also the most surprising, is how 
much I like the job. It took my wife 
Susan to point this out to me. I was in 
the middle of complaining about the 
issues and the people that were mak-
ing my life impossible at one point. She 
interrupted me mid-sentence and said, 
“You’re enjoying your new job aren’t 
you.” I stopped for a moment and real-
ized, yes, I was having a good time.

I definitely find it rewarding work 
helping to solve the problems of our 
town. And while there are always differ-
ing points of view on any issue we face, 
the people of the town and the elected 
members of our town government are 
really good people who are committed to 
making things better. I like the people I 
work with very much, and that includes 
all the employees at Town Hall and those 
under the direction of our indispensable 
Public Works director, Frank Welch.

What are the important issues? Well, 
we do have some. The overarching issue 
is this: Who (or what) are we? This pri-
marily asks two things: What are the 
boundaries of our little world? and, How 
do we decide what those boundaries are? 
Secondarily: How are we going to trans-
form the structure of our town govern-
ment to help us deal with the realities of 
municipal life in Jefferson County today?

We are not a town that is interested 
in growing per se. We are not looking for 

some kind of prominence in the world.  
A remarkable number of residents in this 
town are quite happy for life to remain 
much as it is. I feel the same. The prob-
lem we have today is that we are no 
longer a fairly isolated island in an agrar-
ian sea, separated from Charles Town, 
Ranson, Harper’s Ferry, and Martinsburg 
by orchards and farms and the occasional 
car meandering down a country road. 
Instead, there are lots and lots of subdivi-
sions dotting the landscape. These bring 
more and more people and their auto-
mobiles, and more and more water and 
sewer complications, and other environ-
mental concerns.

There is no longer a little college 
in our town. It has become a university 
that is planning to double its current 
population. On top of this, we are pre-
tending the neighborhoods at the south 
side of our town are not really part of 
Shepherdstown, and that we will remain 
small and uncomplicated by not annex-
ing the commercial sector at our border. 
We cannot continue to exist as we are 
by ignoring what is happening inside 
and outside of our borders and refusing 
to ask our residential and commercial 
neighbors for support.

In the last week, both our state rep-
resentative and the town’s legal counsel 
have suggested to me that Shepherds town 
could lose its status as a corporation if 
we continue to ignore our need to bring 
in more residents and more revenue.  
The small contingent of current residents 
(and we can’t count the students that 
technically qualify as residents) from 
whom the town derives its support, both 
financially and, more importantly, as 
willing participants in running the town, 
cannot continue to shoulder the burden.

We like to do things a little dif-
ferently in Shepherdstown. At least I 
hope we do. We have an opportunity 
right now to work with the county 
and perhaps create a “Shepherdstown 
Planning District” that could have bet-
ter controls on subdivision develop-
ment, architectural design, water and 
sewer management, green space, and 
energy efficient building requirements. 
In fact, by the time this article is printed, 
Shepherdstown may have become the 
first municipality in West Virginia to 
sign the U.S. Mayor’s Climate Protection 
Agreement. This will demonstrate our 
commitment to environmental steward-
ship within our jurisdiction and send 

encouragement to other municipalities 
within our state to follow our lead. 

I also am hoping that Shepherds-
town joins Parkersburg in becoming one 
of the only two municipalities in West 
Virginia to acquire accreditation from 
the nationally recognized Committee 
on Accreditation for Law Enforcement 
Agencies (CALEA). This certification 
will not happen overnight and not with-
out administrative leadership from town 
government and our police force. But 
we have set our sights on this level of 
 service for our town.

The Town Council and I are 
 currently working to create a flexible 
but clear Five-Year Strategic Plan so we 
can budget responsibly and behave more 
intentionally. This plan will include the 
grant-aided work on the downtown areas 
we are calling the “streetscape project.” It 
will include other neighborhood- specific 
proposals to help increase the beauty and 
livability in these areas. It will contain, 
I hope, a revised and equitable plan to 
repair our long-neglected sidewalks.

I recently visited Lewisburg, a beau-
tiful sister city as some say, that provides 
an excellent example to us of what a 
responsible populace and a committed 
small town government can achieve. 
They repave a certain amount of street 
each year, repair a certain amount of 
sidewalk, steward a distinct commercial 
area, and run a strict, but fair, Historic 
Landmarks Commission that operates 
within a well-defined border. They are 
managing their city, not just reacting 
to problems as they arise. We need to 
 follow their lead.

I am enthusiastic about our future. 
That is part of my job. However, I do 
believe that we are at a crossroad or a 
tipping point, as we like to say these 
days. Maintaining and preserving our 
wonderful town is going to require our 
being more active than we have been in 
the past. We are going to have to articu-
late what we want and fully recognize 
what we actually need in order to con-
tinue to share the unique experience of 
living in Shepherdstown.

Shepherdstown Nearing a 
Tipping Point

Mayor Lance Dom
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Shepherdstown Mayor Lance Dom
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Born in Ranson, W.Va., in 1915, 
Charles Printz has lived and 
worked in this area most of his 

life. He is a graduate of Charles Town 
High School and Shepherd College. 
During his college junior and senior years 
he taught accounting at Shepherd. After 
teaching one year at Berkeley Springs 
High School, he went on to earn a Master 
of Business Administration (MBA) degree 
from West Virginia University.

While growing up, he was a member 
of Sea Scouts where he had the opportu-
nity to participate in small boat training 
at the Naval Academy in the summers. It 
was natural for him to turn to the Navy 
to serve during World War II. He was 
commissioned in July, 1942 and sent to 
Harvard for additional MBA training. 
From there he was sent to Seattle where 
he was assigned to the USS Chincoteague, 
a seaplane tender.

Beth Hottel was born on a farm near 
Middletown, Va. in 1918. She gradu-
ated from Middletown High School and 
Hagerstown Business School and went 
to work for Victor Products in Ranson, 
W.Va., which was owned by the R. J. 
Funkhouser Company. It was in Ranson 
that she met Charlie. 

His naval duties took Charlie to 
Brisbane, Australia, where he served on 
the staff of the Commander of the 7th 
Fleet. He soon became involved in hand-
delivering ultra secret messages to General 
George MacArthur. After being read, all 
messages were put in a tray and burned.

Charlie followed MacArthur to Port 
Moresby, New Guinea. There he lived 

with the Army in tents until Quonset huts 
were provided. He remembers one night 
when he had to deliver a message to 
MacArthur at 2:00 a.m. The general was 
awakened to read the message — then it 
was burned. 

Later, Charlie was transferred to 
Sidney, Australia, 
where he was 
assigned to the 
British Pacific 
Fleet. In 1945, 
he returned to 
the United States 
and was assigned 
to the Caribbean 
Sea Frontier in 
Miami, Fla., and 
then to the staff 
of Secretary of 
the Navy, James 
Forrestal, in West 
Palm Beach.

In July, after 
three years of 
 correspondence, 
Charlie sent a 
 special letter 
proposing mar-
riage. Beth wrote 
back, “yes” and 
came to Florida 
in September, 
and they were 
married on the 
twenty-first by a 
Navy Chaplain in 
an Episcopal Church in Palm 
Beach. They lived there about a year.

When they returned to Ranson, 
Charlie hoped to be able to teach at 
Shepherd. Funds were not available, so 
he worked for a year in Berkeley Springs 
as assistant manager for a company that 
made milk coolers and vending machines. 
In the fall of 1946, he started teaching 
accounting at Shepherd. He taught there 
for 34 years, retiring in 1981. During his 
tenure, the Business School developed 
until it accounted for one-third of the total 
enrollment, and he served as chairman of 
the newly expanded department. He was 
the first CPA in the Eastern Panhandle of 
West Virginia.

The year 1950 was an important year 
for the Printzes. Their first child, Charles 
F. Printz Jr., was born in September, and 
they built and moved into a new home 
on South George Street in Charles Town. 
Charlie remained active in the Naval 
Reserve and belonged to a squadron 
stationed at Andrews Air Force Base. 
When the Korean War began in June, 
1950, his unit was put on 12-hour alert 
but was never called to active duty.

Mary 
Beth joined 
the family 
in June of 
1954 and 
all were 
thrilled 
with the 
addition of 
this little 
princess.

In 
addition to 
teaching at 
Shepherd 
full time, 
Charlie 
became 
involved 
with local 
busi-
ness and 
in 1965 
bought 
Kable Oil 
Company 
in Charles 
Town. This 
business 

was sold in 1986.
In 1971, they purchased the 230-acre 

farm known as Aspen Pool Farm outside 

Shepherds town. The original house had 
five rooms and was built in 1820. During 
the next three years they had a six-room 
addition built on. The exterior brick of 
this addition matched the fieldstone of 
the original house. The original log por-
tions were removed, and closets, central 
heat, electricity, running water, bath-
rooms and a beautiful glassed-in porch 
on the east side (back) of the house 
were added. The house is listed on the 
National Trust for Historic Preservation. 
Charlie planted over 6,000 trees along 
Trough Road and on the farm. There 
are beautiful antique furnishings in 
the house, including the beds in which 
Charlie and Beth were born.

Son Charles and his wife Donna, 
who live in Martinsburg, have two chil-
dren — Matthew, age 23 and Allison, age 
21. Daughter Mary Beth, who lives in 
Anchorage, Alaska, with her husband, Steve 
Mulder, teaches Spanish in an  elementary 
school there. They have a daughter, 
Mikaela, who is 16, and is spending this 
school year in Spain as an exchange student.

Beth and Charlie have been active 
in, and have held high offices in, several 
local organizations. Charlie is active in 
the General Adam Stevens Sons of the 
American Revolution, and he was the first 
West Virginian to be elected National 
President General. He has also been a leader 
in the American Legion, 40 and 8 where he 
was Chef de Gare, and Kiwanis in Charles 
Town where he served as President.

Beth has been Worthy Matron of 
the Eastern Star, and was Eastern District 
Chairman and State Parliamentarian of 
this organization; President of the Junior 
Women’s Club; President of the American 
Legion Auxiliary; member of the Bee Line 
Chapter of the National Society of the 
Daughters of the American Revolution, 
where she is finishing up 12 years as 
Regent; and United Daughters of the 
Confederacy.

Both are very active in the Men’s 
Club in Shepherdstown. Members are 
familiar with Charlie’s leading the Pledge 
of Allegiance, saying grace before dinner 
and leading the Christmas carols at the 
Christmas dinner with his beautiful bass-
baritone voice.

These two lifelong residents have made 
the community a better place with their dona-
tions of time and talent. We thank them for 
all they have contributed to our community.
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Charles and Beth celebrating 60 years in 2005
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A Royal Couple
                          Betty Lou Bryant

Charles and Beth Printz,  
September 21, 1945  
wedding photograph

Recently I read that the 
Washington Post is looking for 
stories about family holidays. I 

rather imagine that they are looking for 
the horror  stories of maladjusted families 
and their dysfunctional celebrations. I 
don’t have one of those, but I do recall 
one Thanksgiving years ago that almost 
 qualified.

To set the scene: In 1954, John 
and I (and our four children) moved to 
PenLaura, a wonderful cottage in the 
country between Paoli and Newtown 
Square, Pa. PenLaura was built by res-
toration architects, Richardson Brognard 
Okie and Charles Okie on their family 
farm. The cottage was a small colonial 
marvel. The flooring was all old paving-
brick cobbles taken up from the streets 
in front of the Betsy Ross house and 
William Penn’s home, Pennsbury, which 
the Okies had recently restored. 

I was hostessing my first both-sides-
of-the-family Thanksgiving. John’s 
 family was coming from Connecticut. 
My mother was flying in from Arizona.  
I intended to out-Rockwell Norman.

That Indian summer November, 
my little sons were excited about help-
ing me make the pies. David, five years 
old, was assigned the important job of 
egg breaker. Jonathan, three years, was 
the pourer of milk; he stood in readiness 
on the kitchen stool. The two-year-old 
twins, seated on the counter on either 
side of the mixing bowl, were given 
cups full of spices and sugar to add 
at the proper time. To complete the 
Rockwellesque scene, Pluto, our large 
yellow dog (Great Dane and yellow Lab 
mix) lay with his head under the stool 
and the gray kitten snuggled as close to 
her dog as she could get. 

The kitchen door stood wide open to 
cool off the kitchen. The old stove heated 
the brick floor as well as the adjoining 
counter, and made the kitchen very, very 
hot.

I put a gallon of mashed pumpkin in 
a huge bowl. David added eight unbeaten 
eggs. Jonathan added half of the milk; 
the twins were poised, waiting for their 
cue to add the spice. 

We never heard the car come up our 
lane nor the driver getting out. Seeing us 
all together in the kitchen, he just opened 
the screen door and said, “Pardon me 
ma’am, I’m taking the farm census . . . ” 

Pluto exploded, mostly vertically, 
growling and snarling and barking, and 
roared out after the terrified intruder. The 
dog’s force knocked Jonathan off the 
stool. As I grabbed him, the pumpkin, 
the milk, the bowl, the spice and the eggs 
seemed to become airborne, twirling and 
dancing about as if choreographed by 
Disney. 

Then gravity took hold. The mixture 
coated boys, kitten, the stove, the hot 
brick floor and me. Eggs landed on the 
twins’ pumpkin- and spice-coated heads 
and bodies. There were only the open 
howling mouths to tell their backs from 
their fronts. The pumpkin-coated kitten 
panicked and ran, hissing and screeching, 
out of the kitchen into the living room 
fireplace and promptly became a pump-
kin cat coated with ash.

As I scooped up the twins and 
Jonathan, I could see the census taker’s 
car retreating with Pluto in hot pursuit. 
The dog had gone right through the 
screening of the door. 

I wrapped the still-howling children 
in sheets that were in the laundry room 
(they were to be washed while the pies 
baked) and struggled up the stairs to the 
bath where they were put into the tub, 
sprayed and soaked, calmed and com-
forted. David remained unfazed: his only 
concern was whether he would be given 
more eggs to break.

When we finally returned to the 
kitchen, the egg/pumpkin/spice mix 
had baked on the outside of the stove 
and down into the small space between 
the counter and the stove. The mixture 
had also soaked into and baked hard on 
the hot bricks around the stove. Pluto 
returned, pleased with himself for saving 
his family from the intruder, and he was 
now trying to lick the pumpkin off the 
hissing kitten. 

I scraped and cleaned as much of the 
mess from the stove and bricks as possi-
ble, but the unsealed hot bricks absorbed 

a lot of the spicy mixture, and what was 
not absorbed was hard as cement. It was 
early on Thanksgiving morning when I 
finally fell into bed. Three new pies were 
cooling in the kitchen and the animals, 
human and otherwise, were asleep.

I have very hazy memories of the 
rest of the holiday except that John’s 
mother commented that if I cleaned the 
oven it wouldn’t smoke so much. My 
mother suggested that the sterling salt 
dishes needed to be polished in my spare 
time.

The census taker never returned. I 
wonder if the 1954 farm census records 
show that the census was incomplete?

Post script: After many years away 
from Pennsylvania, I returned for a visit. 
I heard that PenLaura had been modern-
ized. I stopped by our old home to see 
what renovations its new owner had 
made. A large new wing was evident, 
but I was surprised to see that, with the 
exception of new appliances, the kitchen 
was basically unchanged. 

When I commented on this, the new 
owner said, “Well, when the weather 
is warm, the kitchen seems to emit the 
most wonderful spicy aromas, and I can 
imaging the ghosts of Colonial women 
of old adding the spices to their cooking. 
I wouldn’t want to run the risk of losing 
that.” 

“Ah yes,” I replied. “I am very 
familiar with that aroma.” 

And I took my leave. Why spoil a 
good story?

Marge Dower is slowly adjusting to the 
wilds of eastern Maryland, but she still 
cheers for the Mountaineers.
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Ghosts of Pumpkins Past
Marge Dower
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Anarchist, socialist, radical, non-
violent protester, friend to many, 
anti-capitalist, verbal avalanche, 

unfocused college student, politician. 
One or all of these terms describe Frank 
Salzano, Shepherdstown’s newest town 
council member.

Frank, a fifth-year student at 
Shepherd University, was elected to the 
council in June. At 22, he is said to be 
the youngest person elected to the board. 
He met voters on their doorsteps and on 
the street. He recruited fellow Shepherd 
students to register to vote and called 
them the day before the election.

Frank sought advice from such 
savvy local politicians as councilman 
Howard Mills, outgoing Mayor Peter 
Wilson, and outgoing councilman Hank 
Willard.

So far, Frank has managed to 
blend his bohemian, anarchistic, and 
social ways born in his working-class 
Charleston, W.Va. roots with the compli-
cated, bureaucratic, and often mundane 
duties of town council service.

He stands 5 feet, 7 inches tall and 
weighs 120 pounds, all of it topped off 
with a head of tousled black hair; dark, 
seriously piercing eyes; a struggling 
beard; and a demeanor that endears him 
to most he meets. His dress is some-
where between homespun and hand-
me-down, as in the rumpled T-shirt, 
paint-stained shorts, and worn sneakers 
he wore to an October council meeting.

Frank speaks in valley girl, his 
 sentences rife with “like” and “cool.”  
He also has an aversion to civil decorum. 
He wears his cap in meetings and has 
been known to put his feet on the confer-
ence table.

Frank is always in motion, spinning 
his pen in nervous energy, constantly 
checking his cell phone and fidgeting  
as if he were suffering from Saint 
Vitus’s dance. Town Recorder Cindy 
Cook insisted that Frank move across the  
table during meetings because his end-
less movement interfered with her 
 concentration.

“Sometimes I wear my hat and  
I have put my feet on the table,” Frank 
says. “But I don’t think my aesthetics 
have anything to do with my politics. 
Sure some people dismiss me for the 

way I dress and act, but all that matters 
is my vote.”

Nonetheless, Frank has managed to 
impress his council colleagues with his 
intelligence, grasp of issues, dedication, 
and hard work. Shepherdstown Mayor 
Lance Dom credits Frank for attending 
far more meetings than any other council 
member.

“Frank works very hard. He’s a 
voracious networker and the best meet-
ing-goer we have. He attends more than 
he has to,” Dom says. Frank serves as 
the council’s representative to the town’s 
planning commission and as its liaison 
with Shepherd University.

“He’s involved in more social issues 
and with people of low and moderate 
incomes. It’s an interesting thing hav-
ing a hard-core socialist on the council,” 
says Dom. “He’s refreshingly naive on 
some things and an overall asset for a 
variety of reasons.”

“Frank couldn’t be in any other 
place but Shepherdstown,” Dom says 

in yet another observation of his young 
council colleague. “The more formal 
people are, the harder it is for them to 
deal with Frank. Less formal people 
find it easier to adapt to him. The reason 
people like Frank is because Frank likes 
people. He doesn’t carry ’an edge.’”

Former councilman Hank Willard 
says Frank becomes focused on issues. 

“He’s committed, diligent, and he fol-
lows through. He reads everything he 
has to, does his homework, and has fully 
informed himself. He’s read the town’s 
ordinances.”

Cook has her opinions of Frank. 
“He’s incredibly independent. He has 
lot of enthusiasm, but he’s a little unfo-
cused. His lack of life experience plays 
a role on the council. Frank is an idealist 
and this is a realist job,” she says. “There 
are times when you have to make a deci-
sion that isn’t always the one you would 
like to make. It’s not a black-and-white 
job.”

An example of Frank’s dedication 

to social issues surfaced early on when 
he asked the council to sign his eight- 
paragraph proclamation titled: Appala-
chian Solidarity and Accountability 
Resolution. It focused on the efforts of 
Ed Wiley, a Raleigh County, W.Va., 
man who walked from Charleston to 
Washington, D.C., to protest what he 
called environmental safety and health 
conditions resulting from mining coal 
through mountaintop removal.

Frank’s proposal referred to illegal 
actions by coal companies, violations of 
environmental regulations, and lack of 
state government accountability. After 
some editing, the council gave him his 
proclamation, albeit a blander, four-
paragraph, watered-down version. Frank 
has to understand, Cook says, “that we 
have enough trouble trying to manage 
our  little four-block world without taking 
on the problems of state government.”

Another insight into Frank comes 
from his young peers. “He’s a friendly 
guy,” says Giovanna Fraharola, 19, one 
of a handful of college friends gathered 
around Frank on the wall in front of 
Shepherd’s McMurran Hall. “He goes 
out of his way to know people. He’s 
very radical, but he knows a lot about 
politics.” Nick Trietsch, a former fellow 
student, says Frank “has a lot of good 
potential to keep the town a more liberal, 
more open-minded community.”

“It’s never boring here,” said Elijah 
Gateless, 24, who shares Frank’s second-
floor apartment above The Herb Lady 
store at 110 E. German St. Frank’s seat 
on the council provides him with an 
 outlet to promote his “revolutionary phi-
losophies in the real world. It’s inspiring 
for people to see someone as young as 
Frank bring about real change.”

No matter how people describe 
Frank, he seems to be learning how the 
game of politics really works. “I know I 
can’t be an anarchist on the town council 
and get anything done.”

Richard Belisle retired in December 
after more than 40 years writing for 
news papers, including eight years on a 
Connecticut daily, then nearly 32 years 
for The Hagerstown Morning Herald. He 
freelances these days, has time for canoe-
ing and his English setter, Jake.

Meet Frank Salzano
C o l l e g e  S T u d e n T / T o W n  C o u n C i l  M e M b e R

Richard Belisle
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Yesterday I celebrated (prob-

ably too strong a word!) 10 

years working for the federal 

government. For the first three years, I 

was in the Peace Corps, and we were 

simply called “volunteers,” a name that 

accurately described both our idealism 

and salary. But for the last seven years, 

I have worked for the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service and been called various 

things, both in person and vicariously. 

Those who appreciate the federal 

role in conservation commonly refer to 

its employees as public servants or  

(second best) civil servants. Those less 

enamored with the government more 

commonly refer to its employees as 

bureaucrats. But, of course, the names 

don’t matter — they never have — it is 

the work that is critical.

Just as other professions have role 

models and heroes, conservation bureau-

crats might do well to emulate Rachel 

Carson (1907–

1964) whose 

centennial will 

occur in 2007. 

Carson is 

most remem-

bered for her 

pioneering 

indictment 

of pesticides, 

Silent Spring 

(1962), which 

began the mod-

ern environmental movement. Rachel 

Carson’s 16 years with the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service are now largely forgot-

ten. This is unfortunate, because many 

of Carson’s ideas and writing skills 

originated while working for the nation’s 

only wildlife conservation agency.

Carson had not intended to work 

for the government, but her hopes of an 

 academic career were derailed by the Great 

Depression. Faced with supporting a fam-

ily and armed with a Masters in Zoology 

from Johns Hopkins University, she sought 

a position with the Bureau of Fisheries, 

the nation’s oldest conservation agency. In 

1936, she was hired by the Bureau at the 

minuscule, but stable, salary of $19.25 a 

week. She was the first female biologist 

hired by the Bureau and one of only two 

women in a non-clerical position. 

She was assigned to write radio 

scripts explaining marine biology and 

the work of the Bureau of Fisheries to 

the American public. Her aptitude for 

writing blossomed in this position, and 

some of her more ambitious scripts were 

adapted for popular magazines of the day 

like Atlantic Monthly. 

Carson’s ability to make the life 

of the sea come alive for the American 

 public was evident in her first published 

book Under the Sea Wind (1941). The 

book was anthropomorphic, albeit engag-

ing, in its clear-headed explanations of 

life in the sea. Unfortunately, it was a 

commercial flop, and Carson remained 

a writer-biologist for the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service, the new entity created 

in 1940 by combining the Bureau of 

Fisheries with the Biological Survey. 

Within this new agency, responsible 

for conservation of all creatures on land 

and sea, Carson rose quickly. Her writ-

ing and editing skills allowed her to 

become chief editor of all publications 

by 1949, an important position as the 

Service attempted to explain wildlife 

conservation for the first time to the 

broader American public. As part of this 

effort, Carson was put in charge of an 

ambitious series called “Conservation 

In Action” — an attempt to explain the 

work of the Service through extensive 

photos, clear text, and an overarching 

theme of protecting the environment 

to maintain our wildlife resources for 

posterity. It was the type of lucid expla-

nation of complex ecological principles 

(e.g., environmental destruction, food 

chains, migratory bird flyways) that was 

to become a hallmark of her books.

In addition to being the public 

 relations arm of American conservation, 

Carson was also suddenly exposed to 

cutting-edge science including troubling 

new findings on environmental con-

taminants. The Fish and Wildlife 

Service’s premiere  laboratory 

in Patuxent, Md., had begun to 

study the effects of pesticides 

like DDT on certain wildlife, 

primarily birds and their eggs. 

This research had begun 

early in 1944, shortly after 

DDT came into  wide spread 

use during World War II. 

As chief editor, Carson 

oversaw all the scientific 

 publications emanating 

from this new research 

and as early as 1945 

began considering 

the topic as a source 

of an article or book. 

However, she was already at 

work on her second, more successful book, 

The Sea Around Us (1951). This book was 

a bestseller and allowed Carson to leave 

the “lucrative” field of government service 

and devote herself to writing full time. Yet 

the germ of an idea had already been laid, 

and ten years after she left the Service in 

1952, Carson would write a pioneering 

book ushering in the modern environmen-

tal movement, Silent Spring. 

Amidst Silent Spring’s voluminous 

endnotes are references to Carson’s sci-

entist colleagues at Patuxent and refuge 

managers in places she had profiled for 

her “Conservation In Action” series.  

The skills Carson had developed in her 

16 years as a government writer allowed 

her to take a complex scientific argu-

ment and make a compelling case to the 

 general public in the chemical indictment 

that was Silent Spring. 

Although Carson was always a 

writer and only occasionally a federal 

conservationist, all of her work benefited 

from this important early initiation into 

public writing, wildlife conservation, 

and environmental contaminants. Carson 

gently led her audience through the com-

plexities of food chains, contaminants, 

interconnectedness of natural systems, 

and a balance of nature in all her federal 

and popular writings. 

Her legacy can be found in the 

Environmental Protection 

Agency, the Fish 

and Wildlife 

Service’s Division 

of Environmental 

Contaminants, the 

Endangered Species Act, 

and in a more knowledgeable 

American public concerned 

about the status of their local 

environment. Perhaps her final 

legacy is one of civil servants 

mobilized for conservation. 

There may be no better role 

model for federal conservationists 

than Rachel Carson. Not only did she 

overcome significant obstacles facing 

women in science, but she also became 

our century’s most articulate voice for 

a harmonious balance between humans 

and nature. Carson’s life and legacy are 

an inspiration to public servants who 

seek to protect our natural resources in 

perpetuity and a stinging rebuke to those 

who would diminish and degrade our 

children’s natural inheritance. She out-

lined a path for all of us — to conduct 

our work with integrity and ethics and 

to devote our lives to conservation in 

action. She also gave us a perfect word 

to describe public employees in charge 

of natural resources — conservationists!

Mark Madison is the historian for the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and 

teaches environmental history and ethics 

at Shepherd University.

Photos supplied by author

Frank Salzano

A l l  C R e A T u R e S  g R e A T  A n d  S M A l l

Nature’s Bureaucrat: Rachel Carson at 100
Mark Madison
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A town clerk normally has to bear 
the brunt of the public’s wrath. 
Whether it be about parking, 

planning issues, water bills, or policing, 
it is hard to please all the people all the 
time. This is why it is remarkable that I 
have never heard anyone say a bad word 
about Shepherdstown’s town clerk, Amy 
Boyd. Indeed, most everyone says the 
same thing: Without Amy the town sim-
ply wouldn’t run.

Amy Boyd: huge smile, stylish gray 
striped sweater, curly black bangs, spar-
kle in her eye, the girl next door, married 
her high school sweetheart.

It was not easy to set up a meeting 
with Amy. I had agreed on the inter-
view a month ago, but for over a week 
I hadn’t been able to connect with her. 
I was already five days past deadline, 
my editor generously allowing me extra 
time. Amy is one busy person.

I eventually met Amy one drizzly 
Wednesday lunchtime. We meet in the 
cramped mayor’s room at the back of 
the town hall. Zoning maps are pasted 
across the wall. Papers are piled high on 
the desk.

Amy is an easy person to talk to. 
Though private about her personal story, 
she is eager to chat about the world 
around her. We cover everything from 
the state of foster care in Jefferson 

County to why sometimes it is cruel 
to hunt animals. We chat about Amy’s 
dream to visit Paris one day and then 
move onto the recent congressional 
elections. It is clear that Amy enjoyed a 
moment to think outside of the box.

Amy grew up in Jefferson County 
with her parents and brother. They rented 
a home on a 75-acre tract of land in 
Leetown. Her father bred hunting dogs, 
her mother worked as a loan officer for 
Virginia Credit Union. Her favorite dog 
was Gizmo, a brown lab. Gizmo slept at 
the end of Amy’s bed.

“I didn’t adjust very well to school” 
Amy shares with me. “Back then there 
was a lot of bullying. The teachers are 
much better now. My son goes to the 
same school I went to. He has a much 
better time than I did. It got better for me 
when I got to high school.”

Amy married Kevin Boyd from 
Ranson, W.Va., when she was 19. 
They were married in Winchester on a 
snowy day. “I remember we had decided 
between having a big wedding and buy-
ing a house. We chose the house.” Their 
home is in Leetown, near where Amy 
grew up.

“Most of my friends that I grew up 
with still live around here. They all got 
jobs straight after leaving school, mar-
ried young and now have kids.” Kevin 

now works as a facilities manager for a 
bank in Middleburg, Va.

In 1991, soon after leaving school, 
Amy’s dad told her there was a job open-
ing at Shepherdstown Town Hall. Amy 
was interviewed on a Friday by Audrey 
Egle, Charles Branson, and Jim Schmitt. 
“I was scared to death,” remembers 
Amy. “They asked me a whole bunch 
of questions.” Amy started as a billing 
clerk the following Monday. “It was very 
slow the first year I worked. Nothing 
was really happening in town. They were 
long lazy days. There wasn’t a whole 
lot to do.” Amy chuckles and continues, 
“Nowadays, I’m flying by the seat of my 
pants. It’s always busy around here.”

In 1999 Amy became town clerk, 
responsible for day-to-day administra-
tion of the town’s affairs. These days, 
Amy works closely with the new mayor 
of Shepherdstown, Lance Dom. I asked 
Amy how that was going. “He is a breath 
of fresh air,” she says. “He is wonderful. 

He is very respectful. He is an absolute 
pleasure to work with. In fact, the other 
day I had a few days off and I told my 
husband that while I enjoyed my time at 
home, I was looking forward to getting 
back to work.”

I ask Amy what she would do if 
she weren’t town clerk. “What would 
it be? What would it be?” she repeats. 
Amy’s eyes shine with excitement. “I’m 
not looking to go anywhere. I’m happy 
where I’m at. But someday, someday 
maybe, I would like to run an orphan-

age.” We talk about this awhile. Many 
kids in Jefferson County come from 
broken homes. Drugs and abuse are still 
sadly common. “It isn’t that kids are 
having a harder time today than when I 
was growing up, it’s just I think I’m just 
more aware of it.”

I asked Amy how Jefferson County 
and Shepherdstown had changed over 
the years. “Things have changed in the 
area. It used to be more laid back. There 
were less things to do then. Obviously 
there are more houses now, more people. 
But there are good things, too. We used 
to shop in Martinsburg on Winchester 
Avenue at Cressler’s. Now I have a great 
grocery store less than four minutes 
away. I like that.”

What she does in her spare time? 
Amy tells me that she and her husband 
own and manage an apartment building 
with three units as well as two rental 
houses. They also jointly own Sherry’s 
Hair Design with Kevin’s sister. “It’s a 
great place to get your hair cut, grab a 
tan, or have your nails done.”

And in her spare, spare time? Amy 
goes to her son AJ’s baseball games (he 
is very good, she tells me; he plays for 
the Jefferson Hammers), she loves to eat 
Chinese food (but not too spicy) and she 
loves to watch romantic films (her favor-
ite is The Bridges of Madison County).

Throughout the conversation Amy 
says, “I haven’t done anything or gone 
anywhere,” and, “I only dated one guy 
and I married him,” and tells me that she 
is “boring.” It strikes me that the oppo-
site is true. Amy has achieved incredible 
things in her life. She has a wonder-
ful family. She has done extremely 
well financially. And she is loved and 
respected by her colleagues and the resi-
dents of Shepherdstown.

Amy Boyd: go-to girl for all things 
to all people; a wonderful, hard working 
and talented person; professional, cour-
teous, always with a smile on her face. 
Amy Boyd, we are very, very lucky to 
have you as our town clerk.

Thomas Harding has had a portfolio 
career including environmental activism, 
television production and most recently 
real estate sales with Greg Didden 
Associates. He lives in Shepherdstown 
with his wife and two children.
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Amy Boyd

“Amy Boyd: go-to girl 

for all things to all people; 

a wonderful,  

hard working and talented 

person . . .”

Reflections of Winter
From a Chinese Five Element Perspective

Natasha Baihly

As I step out the door, I am greeted 
by colored leaves blowing from 
trees to the ground. A gust of bitter 

wind takes me by surprise. The descent into 
winter is upon us. When I contemplate the 
winters of my life so far, I entertain memo-
ries of the hustle and bustle of preparing for 
the holidays and all the shopping, cooking, 
planning, gathering of friends and family 
that ensues. Next comes a post-holiday sense 
of relief, which soon transforms into sadness 
for the lack of activity . . .the quiet blankets 
my life like snow falling in winter woods.

My studies in Chinese medicine have 
encouraged me to open my senses to the 
unique gifts and challenges of each season, 
and contemplate what it means to allow the 
seasons to take place in me. Many of us find 
the challenges of winter more evident than 
the gifts. For starters, it’s cold. We have to 
bundle up just to get something out of the car. 
It can be an inconvenient season, with snow 
and sleet stopping us in our tracks. Feelings 
of isolation and loneliness can overcome us 
more than any other time of the year. 

The autumn energy brings us down 
toward the interior and continues into the 
depths of winter. Animals hibernate; trees 

lose their exterior leaves and focus on 
keeping their trunk alive. The activity of 
nature, compared to other times of the year, 
has slowed down considerably. In times 
before electricity, people 
would go to bed early and 
get up with the sun, con-
serving whatever source of 
light they had. With electric-
ity, light and heat are artifi-
cially created, and business 
continues as usual. 

According to the 
Chinese medical classics, 
winter is a time to rest — 
the mind, body, and spirit. 
It is an opportunity to 
restore and replenish our 
energy supply so that, in 
spring, we will be ready 
to be more active. If we 
choose to live winter like 
summer, sending our 
energy constantly to the 
outside, what creative 
force will we have to 
offer the world in the 
spring? What if part of 
“seasonal affective dis-
order” is our culture’s 
demand that life continue 
at full-speed year round? 
What if being stopped in our tracks is just 
what we need?

I wrote in my spring article about the 
tulip bulb that waits buried in the winter 
ground, seemingly dead. On the contrary, 
it’s very much alive, waiting for just the 
right moment to burst from the ground.  
If it does too soon, it will suffer frost and 
die, if it waits too long, it won’t grow to 
its full height. So it stays still, gathering its 
energy under the ground. Housed within that 
bulb is the trembling potential of the flower.

For people coming from a fast-paced 
culture, slowing down may be a difficult 
task. We are not very practiced at being 
still, and it makes many of us uncomfort-
able. Periods of waiting before we move on 
to the next phase of life can drive us crazy. 
We often want to make a hasty decision, 
just so we can get on with it. Often, if we 
will stay in question and wait — remaining 
still enough for long enough, wisdom may 
show her face. 

In Chinese and other four-season 
agrarian cultures, winter was the period 

that brought about the most fear. How long 
would the winter last? How hard would it 
be? Would there be enough food? Besides 
preparing as well as you could, there 

wasn’t too much you could do about the 
 situation. The solution required living the 
season through until spring came. 

In the present day, many of us are 
insured of enough food and ample heat in 
our houses through the longest of winters, 
no matter how fierce. However, there are 
many situations that are uncertain, even 
with the best of planning: financial secu-
rity, the future of our children, whether we 
will contract or survive a disease. The gift 
of winter challenges us to consider how we 
are when faced with the unknown. Do we 
consider it something to be feared or do 
we consider it a part of life’s mystery . . . 
an opportunity to be courageous? Are we 
aware of the possibility of what will spring 
from this period of darkness? 

In ancient Chinese medicine, the emo-
tion associated with winter is fear — and 
also, courage. Those moments of being afraid 
before getting up to make a speech, before 
starting a new job, or before bearing a baby, 
are times that are vibrant with this emotion. 
From one of my teachers, I have learned that 

fear is really about feeling very much alive; 
so much so that we may feel queasy in our 
gut, or our face turns bright red, or our voice 
shakes a little. To have courage means that 

when we are faced 
with the choice of fear, 
we move through it to 
claim our power. 

The cycle of the 
seasons moves from 
birth, to growth, to 
maturation, to decline, 
to death only to start 
the cycle once again. 
Which of these seasons 
of life or nature are 
most  necessary? Can 
one of them claim to 
be more important 
than the other? Ancient 
Chinese thought would 
say no. These cycles 
are bound to one 
another in a way that 
you can only speak of 
them in comparison.

Winter is really 
a  season about poten-
tial. About the pos-
sibility of what will 
arise from its depths.

In the Old 
Testament, the book of Genesis says: “In 
the beginning God created the heavens and 
the earth. Now the earth was formless and 
empty, darkness was over the surface of 
the deep, and the Spirit of God was hover-
ing over the waters . . .” This image of the 
beginning of the world reminds me of win-
ter, when all seemed still and waiting, the 
moment before the Spirit brought everything 
into being . . .like the bulb frozen in the win-
ter ground . . . like the baby in the womb.

Out of this void, what will arise? Will 
we be at peace with the mystery, and the 
unanswered questions? How will we choose 
to respond to what emerges? Will it be with 
fear or the courage that is born from it?

Watching the quiet stillness of the 
winter woods or standing by the shores of 
the frozen water on the canal, I find myself 
drawn to the interior of my own being. I 
am more in tune with myself, more recep-
tive and reflective. I feel like the water in a 
lake. On the surface, all is very still, barely 
moving . . . yet life is rich and stirring in the 
depths.

 “One goes to bed ear-

ly; one gets up late.

Everything must be done 

according to

The light of the sun,

Exerting the will

As if buried, as if hidden

And taking care only  

of oneself, . . . ”
             — Neijing Su Wen, Chapter 2
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Anyone who knows me knows 
that I love books. So when 
friends recommend books,  

I feel almost drawn to read them. 
It might surprise you to hear, after 
knowing how much I love books, that 
when a fellow book lover and friend 
recommended that I read the books 
in A Series of Unfortunate Events, by 
Lemony Snicket, and showed me the 
cover of the one she was reading,  
I was very hesitant to read them.

The book was The Slippery Slope, 
and by the looks of the cover, which 
had a baby looking down over a high, 
icy cliff, I felt that this was NOT the 
kind of book a girl around the age of 
eight with an overactive imagination 
would enjoy. But politely I said I’d 
put it on my mental list. I must confess 
that I didn’t give it a second thought 
until I was around 10 or 11.

I picked up The Bad Beginning, 
the first book in the series, reluc-
tantly. I had nothing else to read. I was so afraid of 
complete sadness, something I cannot abide in books. 
After I finished that book, I surprised myself. Now I 
was curious about the Baudelaires and Count Olaf and 
all the other interesting characters. 

The Baudelaire siblings — Violet, Klaus, and 
Sunny — are very happy until that fateful day on 
Briny Beach when they learn of their parents’ death 
in a fire that destroyed their home. The Baudelaire 
 parents leave behind an enormous fortune that their 
children will inherit when they come of age. The chil-
dren are placed in the care of Mr. Poe, a banker who 
always has a cough. Mr. Poe then hands the guardian-
ship of the children over to Count Olaf, who is the 
closest “relative” Mr. Poe can find. Sadly, Count Olaf 
is a notorious villain who is very obvious in his many 
attempts to get his filthy hands on the Baudelaire 

 fortune. Violet, Klaus, and Sunny use their talents of 
inventing, researching, and biting to outwit Count Olaf 
and his henchmen and return to Mr. Poe. Throughout 
the series, Count Olaf, who is an actor, uses his act-
ing skills and costumes to fool the guardians of the 
Baudelaires. The children, however, are never fooled.

Even though some of the illustrations on the book 
covers were alarming, I decided to take my chances. 
True to my reputation as a fast reader, I flew through 
the books: The Reptile Room, The Wide Window,  
The Miserable Mill, The Austere Academy, The Ersatz 
Elevator, The Vile Village, The Hostile Hospital,  
The Carnivorous Carnival, The Slippery Slope, The 
Grim Grotto, and The Penultimate Peril. Then, the 
long wait started for the publication of the final book, 
The End. For months I waited. In August, I discov-
ered that my anguished wait would last for two more 
 terrible months. As I got closer and closer to The End, 

I became more and more nervous about 
what would happen. Lemony Snicket’s 
stories always end unhappily, which is 
something hard for me to even think 
about, but I couldn’t help but hope that 
this book would be different. I almost 
wished I had not started the series. Finally, 
the day arrived. When I got home from 
school, the book was waiting for me. I fin-
ished it that same evening.

Perhaps you’ve noticed that there are 
thirteen books in this series. Pick one up, 
and you’ll notice that there are thirteen 
chapters in each book. The  thirteenth book 
came out on October 13th — Friday the 
13th. Coincidence?  
I think not.

I usually read the dedications in 
books to find out who or what is impor-
tant to the author. Lemony Snicket 
always dedicates his books to Beatrice, 
along with a verse such as “I cherished, 
you perished, the world’s been night-
marish,” which I read in the last book. 

Lemony Snicket certainly adores her. Beatrice is men-
tioned in other parts of the books as well. Although 
she is not an actual character in the books, she plays 
an important role. Secrets are revealed about Beatrice 
along the way. I can’t tell you these, because that 
would give half the story away. The dedications might 
help you unravel the mystery if you read the books.

The End was a total surprise. If I said anything 
more, it would give the entire series away. From The 
Bad Beginning to The End, Lemony Snicket cap-
tured my attention with his unusual style of writing. 
A Series of Unfortunate Events is full of adventure, 
 mystery, and suspense that forced me to keep reading. 
Although there is sadness in these books, I did not 
find complete sadness. I will never be able to thank 
my friend enough for introducing me to A Series of 
Unfortunate Events.

Samantha Yates is 11 years old and a sixth grade student at Shepherdstown Middle School. In addi-
tion to devouring books like hamburgers, she also enjoys dance, soccer, and music. One of her more 
unusual traits is that she despises chocolate.

— Hunter Barrat, Kids Page Editor

Making It to The End
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Samantha Yates anxiously works her way through  
A Series of Unfortunate Events.

Riding the Salt and Pepper Shaker
(For Sarah)

Up is like down
at the Boonsboro carnival

Dirty smoke clouded faces,
smile and spit

Tiny orangey-red circles
stand in for their mouths

Light stomach, heart in throat
fingers slipping on the rusted grate

Pink like bubblegum
Blue like blueberry
whirr by
trailing a bit of something with glitter
Something that belongs here

Gooey, sticky
cotton candy ratted hair
plastered onto

shiny cheeks still smooth
Excited to be up so late

Down is like up again
only backward

Hotdogs with mustard,
tip jars, red and black
slosh together with cheap beer

I drank
All between my ears

I thought things were tilted before I rode 

L
XX/XY

She took that sweet bite 
at what dear price 
Adam’s Eve 
wiped her chin clean 

Fiends for fruit 
they fell 
on either sphere 
immeasurable biology 

She found 
rosy round blotted bliss 
and a fierce gaze 
hard to miss 

In the now gray garden — 
eyes glazed yellow green 
still seeing 
afterthoughts of flora —
he mumbles mistakes 
can’t find the gate 
in the arms of another

Naked unaware 
blooming ghost 
ideal shades soak 
into his new skin 

Poetry on his tongue 
tastes like sin 
and Eve wants 
another bite

L
The Draft

The congregation swallows spit, rolling their metallic
letters to God ’round to tongue’s bitter back.
The drafty space between the news
and the funeral besets my bones. Chilling, every time.

The occasion:
an anniversary of sorts.
A grand second meeting with red ribbons
that declare First, and jokingly, Last.
Last bid his farewell, leaving only ink bites
on paper. 

The meeting:
They fasten arms like thick braids
around newly ethereal necks,
revealing love tokens each have kept
wrapped tightly in balled fists.
Looking eye to eye, neither speaks of 
what’s been left, while those remaining
wax, bereft.

The draft:
A long black weekend that’s too early for long sleeves.
Breathing is harder now because the 
soil is thinner and the air is less empty.
Asphyxiation seems certain
between here and there.

But I could stop inhaling knowing, 
no sight, taste, touch,
your boots lie beside my bed.

Past Sharpsburg Now

Two brothers slain
on opposite sides of the road.
Dirty ice stained with blood like
over-juiced cherry snow cones.

At 50 mph, cautionary brake lights blink bright.
Wide eyes fly by, dividing the slush, 
spraying antler and bone.

Did someone shovel their limp bodies,
or did they tumble to each prospective side?

Shiny faces press against the window,
and driver doesn’t miss the gore.

Safteybelted backseaters can’t avoid
the scary truth:
It can happen even on the way
to the Sweet Shoppe.

L
(Just) Because You Believe It 

Just because you believe it, doesn’t make it true.
A pane of stained glass skews what we see
so that mornings glare red, and evenings blue.

The mind’s eye strains, trained on truths like snowflakes strewn.
It was wintertime when an Aquarian goddess told me:
just because you believe it, doesn’t make it true.

And I believed her, with her icy breath that blew
straight through and melted my frosted marrow, to let me
feel, not just see, there are universal truths, and list them off for you. 

My mouth fails me. My lips find this mantra hard to do. 
Put your hands around my throat, squeeze and let be.
Feel my pulse when I say: just because you believe it, doesn’t make it true.

Whatever may be, the smoke will rise like steam for a new view.
I’m heavy with the dirt and crust of Atlas’s weight. He hears my plea,
and there’s no sainting one’s self in an hour or two.

Those who escape with their lives, their shoes are few.
The souls who do know wring their hearts ink stain free.
Just because you believe it, doesn’t make it true.
When the Sun finally sets, the sky is its blackest blue. 

Liz Wells is a graduating senior at Shepherd University majoring in English and pioneering the concentration in creative writing 
there. She is the managing editor for Sans Merci, the literary magazine on campus and has interned at two West Virginia Writers, Inc. 
annual writing conferences where she will be returning next year as manager of the conference bookstore. A Hagerstown, Md., native, 
she plans to attend graduate school in the near future to pursue a degree in creative writing. She lives and works in Shepherdstown.

Poetry by Liz 
Wells

Edited by Ed Zahniser
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Peg McNaughton relishes the spontaneous 
images and happy accidents that occur in her 
watercolors, and feels that her paintings are 

deeply revealing of her inner self.
Peg was raised in New Jersey, and then went to 

Smith College and the University of Toronto, gradu-
ating with a degree in sociology. She went to work 
on Wall Street in New York City, and met George 
McNaughton, a marine. That began a life of travel and 
adventure for Peg.

Just six weeks after they were married, George 
was sent to Korea for a year. Peg went to San 
Francisco to be nearer to him, and worked at I. 
Magnin for a year. When he returned they went to 
Georgia (for jump school) and the children began 
arriving. Peg stayed home to care for their three sons 
while they were young. Of course, home changed 
venue quite a few times — as military life requires. 
It was while they were stationed for a three-year stay 
in England that Peg had her introduction to art. Her 
neighbor wanted to take a class in photography, and 
Peg wanted to take a class in sewing. However, the 
sewing class wasn’t on the same night as the neigh-

bor’s class, so Peg settled for a class in painting so 
they could go together. That was a life changing 
decision — she was immediately hooked. She was so 
excited after painting her first still life that she didn’t 
sleep a wink the following night. Painting (in oils) 
became a passion for her.

While George served for 13 months in Viet Nam, 
Peg waited in Northern Virginia with the children. 
She got a job in an art gallery in Alexandria, and 
began to take classes at the Northern Virginia Art 
League. She was part of the group that established 
the Torpedo Factory as an art center. During this time 
she took classes from well-known teachers, such as 
Charlotte Robinson and Jenny Lee Knight.

Peg then decided to transform her passion for art 
into a business, and she established herself as an art-
ist agent, calling her business Art IV Enterprises. She 
set up galleries in Lord and Taylor in Bethesda, Falls 
Church, and Philadelphia. She connected artists with 
people, such as decorators, country clubs, and private 
clients who were searching for specific types of art or 
styles. She mounted shows in public places to provide 
visibility for her artists. She even did framing and 
repairs for works of art. Her business lasted 10 years, 
until George retired from the marines and got a job in 
Baltimore.

There, Peg decided to further her education, 
and went to Johns Hopkins for a master’s degree in 
Liberal Arts (MLA), with a concentration in art his-

tory. With her degree in hand, she then worked at 
Baltimore art museums — the Walters Art Gallery 
and the Cloisters Children’s Museum. She was active 
in fund-raising activities as president of the Baltimore 
Smith Club and chairperson of their annual book sale.

George again retired, and they moved to 
Kearneysville in Jefferson County to be near friends. 
Peg became involved with the Boarman Art Center 
in Martinsburg (she opened and managed their 
retail shop) and the Arts and Humanities Alliance of 
Jefferson County (she was president for two years, 
and co-chair of the annual Member Show for five 
years). She continued her own painting in oils until 
classes with Joe Mayer of Shepherdstown introduced 
her to watercolor. She fell in love with the medium, 
continuing to take more classes with Robin Young, 
Clyde Roberts, Carol Barnes, and others.

Peg loves the accidental qualities of watercolor. 
She considers it a more intellectual medium than oil, 
because the paint gets away from you and you have 
to deal with it. In comparison, painting in oils is like 
icing a cake. Peg considers herself a colorist, and 
loves the effect of light on color. Though she has done 
numerous landscapes and abstracts, still life remains 
her favorite subject.

A marvelous sequel to Peg’s career is that her 
family has inherited a great appreciation for art, and 
her children visit museums and galleries all over the 
world. She considers this a very gratifying legacy.
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all the other interesting characters. 

The Baudelaire siblings — Violet, Klaus, and 
Sunny — are very happy until that fateful day on 
Briny Beach when they learn of their parents’ death 
in a fire that destroyed their home. The Baudelaire 
 parents leave behind an enormous fortune that their 
children will inherit when they come of age. The chil-
dren are placed in the care of Mr. Poe, a banker who 
always has a cough. Mr. Poe then hands the guardian-
ship of the children over to Count Olaf, who is the 
closest “relative” Mr. Poe can find. Sadly, Count Olaf 
is a notorious villain who is very obvious in his many 
attempts to get his filthy hands on the Baudelaire 

 fortune. Violet, Klaus, and Sunny use their talents of 
inventing, researching, and biting to outwit Count Olaf 
and his henchmen and return to Mr. Poe. Throughout 
the series, Count Olaf, who is an actor, uses his act-
ing skills and costumes to fool the guardians of the 
Baudelaires. The children, however, are never fooled.

Even though some of the illustrations on the book 
covers were alarming, I decided to take my chances. 
True to my reputation as a fast reader, I flew through 
the books: The Reptile Room, The Wide Window,  
The Miserable Mill, The Austere Academy, The Ersatz 
Elevator, The Vile Village, The Hostile Hospital,  
The Carnivorous Carnival, The Slippery Slope, The 
Grim Grotto, and The Penultimate Peril. Then, the 
long wait started for the publication of the final book, 
The End. For months I waited. In August, I discov-
ered that my anguished wait would last for two more 
 terrible months. As I got closer and closer to The End, 

I became more and more nervous about 
what would happen. Lemony Snicket’s 
stories always end unhappily, which is 
something hard for me to even think 
about, but I couldn’t help but hope that 
this book would be different. I almost 
wished I had not started the series. Finally, 
the day arrived. When I got home from 
school, the book was waiting for me. I fin-
ished it that same evening.

Perhaps you’ve noticed that there are 
thirteen books in this series. Pick one up, 
and you’ll notice that there are thirteen 
chapters in each book. The  thirteenth book 
came out on October 13th — Friday the 
13th. Coincidence?  
I think not.

I usually read the dedications in 
books to find out who or what is impor-
tant to the author. Lemony Snicket 
always dedicates his books to Beatrice, 
along with a verse such as “I cherished, 
you perished, the world’s been night-
marish,” which I read in the last book. 

Lemony Snicket certainly adores her. Beatrice is men-
tioned in other parts of the books as well. Although 
she is not an actual character in the books, she plays 
an important role. Secrets are revealed about Beatrice 
along the way. I can’t tell you these, because that 
would give half the story away. The dedications might 
help you unravel the mystery if you read the books.

The End was a total surprise. If I said anything 
more, it would give the entire series away. From The 
Bad Beginning to The End, Lemony Snicket cap-
tured my attention with his unusual style of writing. 
A Series of Unfortunate Events is full of adventure, 
 mystery, and suspense that forced me to keep reading. 
Although there is sadness in these books, I did not 
find complete sadness. I will never be able to thank 
my friend enough for introducing me to A Series of 
Unfortunate Events.

Samantha Yates is 11 years old and a sixth grade student at Shepherdstown Middle School. In addi-
tion to devouring books like hamburgers, she also enjoys dance, soccer, and music. One of her more 
unusual traits is that she despises chocolate.

— Hunter Barrat, Kids Page Editor

Making It to The End
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Samantha Yates anxiously works her way through  
A Series of Unfortunate Events.

Riding the Salt and Pepper Shaker
(For Sarah)

Up is like down
at the Boonsboro carnival

Dirty smoke clouded faces,
smile and spit

Tiny orangey-red circles
stand in for their mouths

Light stomach, heart in throat
fingers slipping on the rusted grate

Pink like bubblegum
Blue like blueberry
whirr by
trailing a bit of something with glitter
Something that belongs here

Gooey, sticky
cotton candy ratted hair
plastered onto

shiny cheeks still smooth
Excited to be up so late

Down is like up again
only backward

Hotdogs with mustard,
tip jars, red and black
slosh together with cheap beer

I drank
All between my ears

I thought things were tilted before I rode 

L
XX/XY

She took that sweet bite 
at what dear price 
Adam’s Eve 
wiped her chin clean 

Fiends for fruit 
they fell 
on either sphere 
immeasurable biology 

She found 
rosy round blotted bliss 
and a fierce gaze 
hard to miss 

In the now gray garden — 
eyes glazed yellow green 
still seeing 
afterthoughts of flora —
he mumbles mistakes 
can’t find the gate 
in the arms of another

Naked unaware 
blooming ghost 
ideal shades soak 
into his new skin 

Poetry on his tongue 
tastes like sin 
and Eve wants 
another bite

L
The Draft

The congregation swallows spit, rolling their metallic
letters to God ’round to tongue’s bitter back.
The drafty space between the news
and the funeral besets my bones. Chilling, every time.

The occasion:
an anniversary of sorts.
A grand second meeting with red ribbons
that declare First, and jokingly, Last.
Last bid his farewell, leaving only ink bites
on paper. 

The meeting:
They fasten arms like thick braids
around newly ethereal necks,
revealing love tokens each have kept
wrapped tightly in balled fists.
Looking eye to eye, neither speaks of 
what’s been left, while those remaining
wax, bereft.

The draft:
A long black weekend that’s too early for long sleeves.
Breathing is harder now because the 
soil is thinner and the air is less empty.
Asphyxiation seems certain
between here and there.

But I could stop inhaling knowing, 
no sight, taste, touch,
your boots lie beside my bed.

Past Sharpsburg Now

Two brothers slain
on opposite sides of the road.
Dirty ice stained with blood like
over-juiced cherry snow cones.

At 50 mph, cautionary brake lights blink bright.
Wide eyes fly by, dividing the slush, 
spraying antler and bone.

Did someone shovel their limp bodies,
or did they tumble to each prospective side?

Shiny faces press against the window,
and driver doesn’t miss the gore.

Safteybelted backseaters can’t avoid
the scary truth:
It can happen even on the way
to the Sweet Shoppe.

L
(Just) Because You Believe It 

Just because you believe it, doesn’t make it true.
A pane of stained glass skews what we see
so that mornings glare red, and evenings blue.

The mind’s eye strains, trained on truths like snowflakes strewn.
It was wintertime when an Aquarian goddess told me:
just because you believe it, doesn’t make it true.

And I believed her, with her icy breath that blew
straight through and melted my frosted marrow, to let me
feel, not just see, there are universal truths, and list them off for you. 

My mouth fails me. My lips find this mantra hard to do. 
Put your hands around my throat, squeeze and let be.
Feel my pulse when I say: just because you believe it, doesn’t make it true.

Whatever may be, the smoke will rise like steam for a new view.
I’m heavy with the dirt and crust of Atlas’s weight. He hears my plea,
and there’s no sainting one’s self in an hour or two.

Those who escape with their lives, their shoes are few.
The souls who do know wring their hearts ink stain free.
Just because you believe it, doesn’t make it true.
When the Sun finally sets, the sky is its blackest blue. 

Liz Wells is a graduating senior at Shepherd University majoring in English and pioneering the concentration in creative writing 
there. She is the managing editor for Sans Merci, the literary magazine on campus and has interned at two West Virginia Writers, Inc. 
annual writing conferences where she will be returning next year as manager of the conference bookstore. A Hagerstown, Md., native, 
she plans to attend graduate school in the near future to pursue a degree in creative writing. She lives and works in Shepherdstown.

Poetry by Liz 
Wells

Edited by Ed Zahniser
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A town clerk normally has to bear 
the brunt of the public’s wrath. 
Whether it be about parking, 

planning issues, water bills, or policing, 
it is hard to please all the people all the 
time. This is why it is remarkable that I 
have never heard anyone say a bad word 
about Shepherdstown’s town clerk, Amy 
Boyd. Indeed, most everyone says the 
same thing: Without Amy the town sim-
ply wouldn’t run.

Amy Boyd: huge smile, stylish gray 
striped sweater, curly black bangs, spar-
kle in her eye, the girl next door, married 
her high school sweetheart.

It was not easy to set up a meeting 
with Amy. I had agreed on the inter-
view a month ago, but for over a week 
I hadn’t been able to connect with her. 
I was already five days past deadline, 
my editor generously allowing me extra 
time. Amy is one busy person.

I eventually met Amy one drizzly 
Wednesday lunchtime. We meet in the 
cramped mayor’s room at the back of 
the town hall. Zoning maps are pasted 
across the wall. Papers are piled high on 
the desk.

Amy is an easy person to talk to. 
Though private about her personal story, 
she is eager to chat about the world 
around her. We cover everything from 
the state of foster care in Jefferson 

County to why sometimes it is cruel 
to hunt animals. We chat about Amy’s 
dream to visit Paris one day and then 
move onto the recent congressional 
elections. It is clear that Amy enjoyed a 
moment to think outside of the box.

Amy grew up in Jefferson County 
with her parents and brother. They rented 
a home on a 75-acre tract of land in 
Leetown. Her father bred hunting dogs, 
her mother worked as a loan officer for 
Virginia Credit Union. Her favorite dog 
was Gizmo, a brown lab. Gizmo slept at 
the end of Amy’s bed.

“I didn’t adjust very well to school” 
Amy shares with me. “Back then there 
was a lot of bullying. The teachers are 
much better now. My son goes to the 
same school I went to. He has a much 
better time than I did. It got better for me 
when I got to high school.”

Amy married Kevin Boyd from 
Ranson, W.Va., when she was 19. 
They were married in Winchester on a 
snowy day. “I remember we had decided 
between having a big wedding and buy-
ing a house. We chose the house.” Their 
home is in Leetown, near where Amy 
grew up.

“Most of my friends that I grew up 
with still live around here. They all got 
jobs straight after leaving school, mar-
ried young and now have kids.” Kevin 

now works as a facilities manager for a 
bank in Middleburg, Va.

In 1991, soon after leaving school, 
Amy’s dad told her there was a job open-
ing at Shepherdstown Town Hall. Amy 
was interviewed on a Friday by Audrey 
Egle, Charles Branson, and Jim Schmitt. 
“I was scared to death,” remembers 
Amy. “They asked me a whole bunch 
of questions.” Amy started as a billing 
clerk the following Monday. “It was very 
slow the first year I worked. Nothing 
was really happening in town. They were 
long lazy days. There wasn’t a whole 
lot to do.” Amy chuckles and continues, 
“Nowadays, I’m flying by the seat of my 
pants. It’s always busy around here.”

In 1999 Amy became town clerk, 
responsible for day-to-day administra-
tion of the town’s affairs. These days, 
Amy works closely with the new mayor 
of Shepherdstown, Lance Dom. I asked 
Amy how that was going. “He is a breath 
of fresh air,” she says. “He is wonderful. 

He is very respectful. He is an absolute 
pleasure to work with. In fact, the other 
day I had a few days off and I told my 
husband that while I enjoyed my time at 
home, I was looking forward to getting 
back to work.”

I ask Amy what she would do if 
she weren’t town clerk. “What would 
it be? What would it be?” she repeats. 
Amy’s eyes shine with excitement. “I’m 
not looking to go anywhere. I’m happy 
where I’m at. But someday, someday 
maybe, I would like to run an orphan-

age.” We talk about this awhile. Many 
kids in Jefferson County come from 
broken homes. Drugs and abuse are still 
sadly common. “It isn’t that kids are 
having a harder time today than when I 
was growing up, it’s just I think I’m just 
more aware of it.”

I asked Amy how Jefferson County 
and Shepherdstown had changed over 
the years. “Things have changed in the 
area. It used to be more laid back. There 
were less things to do then. Obviously 
there are more houses now, more people. 
But there are good things, too. We used 
to shop in Martinsburg on Winchester 
Avenue at Cressler’s. Now I have a great 
grocery store less than four minutes 
away. I like that.”

What she does in her spare time? 
Amy tells me that she and her husband 
own and manage an apartment building 
with three units as well as two rental 
houses. They also jointly own Sherry’s 
Hair Design with Kevin’s sister. “It’s a 
great place to get your hair cut, grab a 
tan, or have your nails done.”

And in her spare, spare time? Amy 
goes to her son AJ’s baseball games (he 
is very good, she tells me; he plays for 
the Jefferson Hammers), she loves to eat 
Chinese food (but not too spicy) and she 
loves to watch romantic films (her favor-
ite is The Bridges of Madison County).

Throughout the conversation Amy 
says, “I haven’t done anything or gone 
anywhere,” and, “I only dated one guy 
and I married him,” and tells me that she 
is “boring.” It strikes me that the oppo-
site is true. Amy has achieved incredible 
things in her life. She has a wonder-
ful family. She has done extremely 
well financially. And she is loved and 
respected by her colleagues and the resi-
dents of Shepherdstown.

Amy Boyd: go-to girl for all things 
to all people; a wonderful, hard working 
and talented person; professional, cour-
teous, always with a smile on her face. 
Amy Boyd, we are very, very lucky to 
have you as our town clerk.

Thomas Harding has had a portfolio 
career including environmental activism, 
television production and most recently 
real estate sales with Greg Didden 
Associates. He lives in Shepherdstown 
with his wife and two children.
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Meeting Amy Boyd
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Amy Boyd

“Amy Boyd: go-to girl 

for all things to all people; 

a wonderful,  

hard working and talented 

person . . .”

Reflections of Winter
From a Chinese Five Element Perspective

Natasha Baihly

As I step out the door, I am greeted 
by colored leaves blowing from 
trees to the ground. A gust of bitter 

wind takes me by surprise. The descent into 
winter is upon us. When I contemplate the 
winters of my life so far, I entertain memo-
ries of the hustle and bustle of preparing for 
the holidays and all the shopping, cooking, 
planning, gathering of friends and family 
that ensues. Next comes a post-holiday sense 
of relief, which soon transforms into sadness 
for the lack of activity . . .the quiet blankets 
my life like snow falling in winter woods.

My studies in Chinese medicine have 
encouraged me to open my senses to the 
unique gifts and challenges of each season, 
and contemplate what it means to allow the 
seasons to take place in me. Many of us find 
the challenges of winter more evident than 
the gifts. For starters, it’s cold. We have to 
bundle up just to get something out of the car. 
It can be an inconvenient season, with snow 
and sleet stopping us in our tracks. Feelings 
of isolation and loneliness can overcome us 
more than any other time of the year. 

The autumn energy brings us down 
toward the interior and continues into the 
depths of winter. Animals hibernate; trees 

lose their exterior leaves and focus on 
keeping their trunk alive. The activity of 
nature, compared to other times of the year, 
has slowed down considerably. In times 
before electricity, people 
would go to bed early and 
get up with the sun, con-
serving whatever source of 
light they had. With electric-
ity, light and heat are artifi-
cially created, and business 
continues as usual. 

According to the 
Chinese medical classics, 
winter is a time to rest — 
the mind, body, and spirit. 
It is an opportunity to 
restore and replenish our 
energy supply so that, in 
spring, we will be ready 
to be more active. If we 
choose to live winter like 
summer, sending our 
energy constantly to the 
outside, what creative 
force will we have to 
offer the world in the 
spring? What if part of 
“seasonal affective dis-
order” is our culture’s 
demand that life continue 
at full-speed year round? 
What if being stopped in our tracks is just 
what we need?

I wrote in my spring article about the 
tulip bulb that waits buried in the winter 
ground, seemingly dead. On the contrary, 
it’s very much alive, waiting for just the 
right moment to burst from the ground.  
If it does too soon, it will suffer frost and 
die, if it waits too long, it won’t grow to 
its full height. So it stays still, gathering its 
energy under the ground. Housed within that 
bulb is the trembling potential of the flower.

For people coming from a fast-paced 
culture, slowing down may be a difficult 
task. We are not very practiced at being 
still, and it makes many of us uncomfort-
able. Periods of waiting before we move on 
to the next phase of life can drive us crazy. 
We often want to make a hasty decision, 
just so we can get on with it. Often, if we 
will stay in question and wait — remaining 
still enough for long enough, wisdom may 
show her face. 

In Chinese and other four-season 
agrarian cultures, winter was the period 

that brought about the most fear. How long 
would the winter last? How hard would it 
be? Would there be enough food? Besides 
preparing as well as you could, there 

wasn’t too much you could do about the 
 situation. The solution required living the 
season through until spring came. 

In the present day, many of us are 
insured of enough food and ample heat in 
our houses through the longest of winters, 
no matter how fierce. However, there are 
many situations that are uncertain, even 
with the best of planning: financial secu-
rity, the future of our children, whether we 
will contract or survive a disease. The gift 
of winter challenges us to consider how we 
are when faced with the unknown. Do we 
consider it something to be feared or do 
we consider it a part of life’s mystery . . . 
an opportunity to be courageous? Are we 
aware of the possibility of what will spring 
from this period of darkness? 

In ancient Chinese medicine, the emo-
tion associated with winter is fear — and 
also, courage. Those moments of being afraid 
before getting up to make a speech, before 
starting a new job, or before bearing a baby, 
are times that are vibrant with this emotion. 
From one of my teachers, I have learned that 

fear is really about feeling very much alive; 
so much so that we may feel queasy in our 
gut, or our face turns bright red, or our voice 
shakes a little. To have courage means that 

when we are faced 
with the choice of fear, 
we move through it to 
claim our power. 

The cycle of the 
seasons moves from 
birth, to growth, to 
maturation, to decline, 
to death only to start 
the cycle once again. 
Which of these seasons 
of life or nature are 
most  necessary? Can 
one of them claim to 
be more important 
than the other? Ancient 
Chinese thought would 
say no. These cycles 
are bound to one 
another in a way that 
you can only speak of 
them in comparison.

Winter is really 
a  season about poten-
tial. About the pos-
sibility of what will 
arise from its depths.

In the Old 
Testament, the book of Genesis says: “In 
the beginning God created the heavens and 
the earth. Now the earth was formless and 
empty, darkness was over the surface of 
the deep, and the Spirit of God was hover-
ing over the waters . . .” This image of the 
beginning of the world reminds me of win-
ter, when all seemed still and waiting, the 
moment before the Spirit brought everything 
into being . . .like the bulb frozen in the win-
ter ground . . . like the baby in the womb.

Out of this void, what will arise? Will 
we be at peace with the mystery, and the 
unanswered questions? How will we choose 
to respond to what emerges? Will it be with 
fear or the courage that is born from it?

Watching the quiet stillness of the 
winter woods or standing by the shores of 
the frozen water on the canal, I find myself 
drawn to the interior of my own being. I 
am more in tune with myself, more recep-
tive and reflective. I feel like the water in a 
lake. On the surface, all is very still, barely 
moving . . . yet life is rich and stirring in the 
depths.

 “One goes to bed ear-

ly; one gets up late.

Everything must be done 

according to

The light of the sun,

Exerting the will

As if buried, as if hidden

And taking care only  

of oneself, . . . ”
             — Neijing Su Wen, Chapter 2
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Anarchist, socialist, radical, non-
violent protester, friend to many, 
anti-capitalist, verbal avalanche, 

unfocused college student, politician. 
One or all of these terms describe Frank 
Salzano, Shepherdstown’s newest town 
council member.

Frank, a fifth-year student at 
Shepherd University, was elected to the 
council in June. At 22, he is said to be 
the youngest person elected to the board. 
He met voters on their doorsteps and on 
the street. He recruited fellow Shepherd 
students to register to vote and called 
them the day before the election.

Frank sought advice from such 
savvy local politicians as councilman 
Howard Mills, outgoing Mayor Peter 
Wilson, and outgoing councilman Hank 
Willard.

So far, Frank has managed to 
blend his bohemian, anarchistic, and 
social ways born in his working-class 
Charleston, W.Va. roots with the compli-
cated, bureaucratic, and often mundane 
duties of town council service.

He stands 5 feet, 7 inches tall and 
weighs 120 pounds, all of it topped off 
with a head of tousled black hair; dark, 
seriously piercing eyes; a struggling 
beard; and a demeanor that endears him 
to most he meets. His dress is some-
where between homespun and hand-
me-down, as in the rumpled T-shirt, 
paint-stained shorts, and worn sneakers 
he wore to an October council meeting.

Frank speaks in valley girl, his 
 sentences rife with “like” and “cool.”  
He also has an aversion to civil decorum. 
He wears his cap in meetings and has 
been known to put his feet on the confer-
ence table.

Frank is always in motion, spinning 
his pen in nervous energy, constantly 
checking his cell phone and fidgeting  
as if he were suffering from Saint 
Vitus’s dance. Town Recorder Cindy 
Cook insisted that Frank move across the  
table during meetings because his end-
less movement interfered with her 
 concentration.

“Sometimes I wear my hat and  
I have put my feet on the table,” Frank 
says. “But I don’t think my aesthetics 
have anything to do with my politics. 
Sure some people dismiss me for the 

way I dress and act, but all that matters 
is my vote.”

Nonetheless, Frank has managed to 
impress his council colleagues with his 
intelligence, grasp of issues, dedication, 
and hard work. Shepherdstown Mayor 
Lance Dom credits Frank for attending 
far more meetings than any other council 
member.

“Frank works very hard. He’s a 
voracious networker and the best meet-
ing-goer we have. He attends more than 
he has to,” Dom says. Frank serves as 
the council’s representative to the town’s 
planning commission and as its liaison 
with Shepherd University.

“He’s involved in more social issues 
and with people of low and moderate 
incomes. It’s an interesting thing hav-
ing a hard-core socialist on the council,” 
says Dom. “He’s refreshingly naive on 
some things and an overall asset for a 
variety of reasons.”

“Frank couldn’t be in any other 
place but Shepherdstown,” Dom says 

in yet another observation of his young 
council colleague. “The more formal 
people are, the harder it is for them to 
deal with Frank. Less formal people 
find it easier to adapt to him. The reason 
people like Frank is because Frank likes 
people. He doesn’t carry ’an edge.’”

Former councilman Hank Willard 
says Frank becomes focused on issues. 

“He’s committed, diligent, and he fol-
lows through. He reads everything he 
has to, does his homework, and has fully 
informed himself. He’s read the town’s 
ordinances.”

Cook has her opinions of Frank. 
“He’s incredibly independent. He has 
lot of enthusiasm, but he’s a little unfo-
cused. His lack of life experience plays 
a role on the council. Frank is an idealist 
and this is a realist job,” she says. “There 
are times when you have to make a deci-
sion that isn’t always the one you would 
like to make. It’s not a black-and-white 
job.”

An example of Frank’s dedication 

to social issues surfaced early on when 
he asked the council to sign his eight- 
paragraph proclamation titled: Appala-
chian Solidarity and Accountability 
Resolution. It focused on the efforts of 
Ed Wiley, a Raleigh County, W.Va., 
man who walked from Charleston to 
Washington, D.C., to protest what he 
called environmental safety and health 
conditions resulting from mining coal 
through mountaintop removal.

Frank’s proposal referred to illegal 
actions by coal companies, violations of 
environmental regulations, and lack of 
state government accountability. After 
some editing, the council gave him his 
proclamation, albeit a blander, four-
paragraph, watered-down version. Frank 
has to understand, Cook says, “that we 
have enough trouble trying to manage 
our  little four-block world without taking 
on the problems of state government.”

Another insight into Frank comes 
from his young peers. “He’s a friendly 
guy,” says Giovanna Fraharola, 19, one 
of a handful of college friends gathered 
around Frank on the wall in front of 
Shepherd’s McMurran Hall. “He goes 
out of his way to know people. He’s 
very radical, but he knows a lot about 
politics.” Nick Trietsch, a former fellow 
student, says Frank “has a lot of good 
potential to keep the town a more liberal, 
more open-minded community.”

“It’s never boring here,” said Elijah 
Gateless, 24, who shares Frank’s second-
floor apartment above The Herb Lady 
store at 110 E. German St. Frank’s seat 
on the council provides him with an 
 outlet to promote his “revolutionary phi-
losophies in the real world. It’s inspiring 
for people to see someone as young as 
Frank bring about real change.”

No matter how people describe 
Frank, he seems to be learning how the 
game of politics really works. “I know I 
can’t be an anarchist on the town council 
and get anything done.”

Richard Belisle retired in December 
after more than 40 years writing for 
news papers, including eight years on a 
Connecticut daily, then nearly 32 years 
for The Hagerstown Morning Herald. He 
freelances these days, has time for canoe-
ing and his English setter, Jake.

Meet Frank Salzano
C o l l e g e  S T u d e n T / T o W n  C o u n C i l  M e M b e R
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Yesterday I celebrated (prob-

ably too strong a word!) 10 

years working for the federal 

government. For the first three years, I 

was in the Peace Corps, and we were 

simply called “volunteers,” a name that 

accurately described both our idealism 

and salary. But for the last seven years, 

I have worked for the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service and been called various 

things, both in person and vicariously. 

Those who appreciate the federal 

role in conservation commonly refer to 

its employees as public servants or  

(second best) civil servants. Those less 

enamored with the government more 

commonly refer to its employees as 

bureaucrats. But, of course, the names 

don’t matter — they never have — it is 

the work that is critical.

Just as other professions have role 

models and heroes, conservation bureau-

crats might do well to emulate Rachel 

Carson (1907–

1964) whose 

centennial will 

occur in 2007. 

Carson is 

most remem-

bered for her 

pioneering 

indictment 

of pesticides, 

Silent Spring 

(1962), which 

began the mod-

ern environmental movement. Rachel 

Carson’s 16 years with the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service are now largely forgot-

ten. This is unfortunate, because many 

of Carson’s ideas and writing skills 

originated while working for the nation’s 

only wildlife conservation agency.

Carson had not intended to work 

for the government, but her hopes of an 

 academic career were derailed by the Great 

Depression. Faced with supporting a fam-

ily and armed with a Masters in Zoology 

from Johns Hopkins University, she sought 

a position with the Bureau of Fisheries, 

the nation’s oldest conservation agency. In 

1936, she was hired by the Bureau at the 

minuscule, but stable, salary of $19.25 a 

week. She was the first female biologist 

hired by the Bureau and one of only two 

women in a non-clerical position. 

She was assigned to write radio 

scripts explaining marine biology and 

the work of the Bureau of Fisheries to 

the American public. Her aptitude for 

writing blossomed in this position, and 

some of her more ambitious scripts were 

adapted for popular magazines of the day 

like Atlantic Monthly. 

Carson’s ability to make the life 

of the sea come alive for the American 

 public was evident in her first published 

book Under the Sea Wind (1941). The 

book was anthropomorphic, albeit engag-

ing, in its clear-headed explanations of 

life in the sea. Unfortunately, it was a 

commercial flop, and Carson remained 

a writer-biologist for the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service, the new entity created 

in 1940 by combining the Bureau of 

Fisheries with the Biological Survey. 

Within this new agency, responsible 

for conservation of all creatures on land 

and sea, Carson rose quickly. Her writ-

ing and editing skills allowed her to 

become chief editor of all publications 

by 1949, an important position as the 

Service attempted to explain wildlife 

conservation for the first time to the 

broader American public. As part of this 

effort, Carson was put in charge of an 

ambitious series called “Conservation 

In Action” — an attempt to explain the 

work of the Service through extensive 

photos, clear text, and an overarching 

theme of protecting the environment 

to maintain our wildlife resources for 

posterity. It was the type of lucid expla-

nation of complex ecological principles 

(e.g., environmental destruction, food 

chains, migratory bird flyways) that was 

to become a hallmark of her books.

In addition to being the public 

 relations arm of American conservation, 

Carson was also suddenly exposed to 

cutting-edge science including troubling 

new findings on environmental con-

taminants. The Fish and Wildlife 

Service’s premiere  laboratory 

in Patuxent, Md., had begun to 

study the effects of pesticides 

like DDT on certain wildlife, 

primarily birds and their eggs. 

This research had begun 

early in 1944, shortly after 

DDT came into  wide spread 

use during World War II. 

As chief editor, Carson 

oversaw all the scientific 

 publications emanating 

from this new research 

and as early as 1945 

began considering 

the topic as a source 

of an article or book. 

However, she was already at 

work on her second, more successful book, 

The Sea Around Us (1951). This book was 

a bestseller and allowed Carson to leave 

the “lucrative” field of government service 

and devote herself to writing full time. Yet 

the germ of an idea had already been laid, 

and ten years after she left the Service in 

1952, Carson would write a pioneering 

book ushering in the modern environmen-

tal movement, Silent Spring. 

Amidst Silent Spring’s voluminous 

endnotes are references to Carson’s sci-

entist colleagues at Patuxent and refuge 

managers in places she had profiled for 

her “Conservation In Action” series.  

The skills Carson had developed in her 

16 years as a government writer allowed 

her to take a complex scientific argu-

ment and make a compelling case to the 

 general public in the chemical indictment 

that was Silent Spring. 

Although Carson was always a 

writer and only occasionally a federal 

conservationist, all of her work benefited 

from this important early initiation into 

public writing, wildlife conservation, 

and environmental contaminants. Carson 

gently led her audience through the com-

plexities of food chains, contaminants, 

interconnectedness of natural systems, 

and a balance of nature in all her federal 

and popular writings. 

Her legacy can be found in the 

Environmental Protection 

Agency, the Fish 

and Wildlife 

Service’s Division 

of Environmental 

Contaminants, the 

Endangered Species Act, 

and in a more knowledgeable 

American public concerned 

about the status of their local 

environment. Perhaps her final 

legacy is one of civil servants 

mobilized for conservation. 

There may be no better role 

model for federal conservationists 

than Rachel Carson. Not only did she 

overcome significant obstacles facing 

women in science, but she also became 

our century’s most articulate voice for 

a harmonious balance between humans 

and nature. Carson’s life and legacy are 

an inspiration to public servants who 

seek to protect our natural resources in 

perpetuity and a stinging rebuke to those 

who would diminish and degrade our 

children’s natural inheritance. She out-

lined a path for all of us — to conduct 

our work with integrity and ethics and 

to devote our lives to conservation in 

action. She also gave us a perfect word 

to describe public employees in charge 

of natural resources — conservationists!

Mark Madison is the historian for the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and 

teaches environmental history and ethics 

at Shepherd University.

Photos supplied by author

Frank Salzano

A l l  C R e A T u R e S  g R e A T  A n d  S M A l l

Nature’s Bureaucrat: Rachel Carson at 100
Mark Madison
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Born in Ranson, W.Va., in 1915, 
Charles Printz has lived and 
worked in this area most of his 

life. He is a graduate of Charles Town 
High School and Shepherd College. 
During his college junior and senior years 
he taught accounting at Shepherd. After 
teaching one year at Berkeley Springs 
High School, he went on to earn a Master 
of Business Administration (MBA) degree 
from West Virginia University.

While growing up, he was a member 
of Sea Scouts where he had the opportu-
nity to participate in small boat training 
at the Naval Academy in the summers. It 
was natural for him to turn to the Navy 
to serve during World War II. He was 
commissioned in July, 1942 and sent to 
Harvard for additional MBA training. 
From there he was sent to Seattle where 
he was assigned to the USS Chincoteague, 
a seaplane tender.

Beth Hottel was born on a farm near 
Middletown, Va. in 1918. She gradu-
ated from Middletown High School and 
Hagerstown Business School and went 
to work for Victor Products in Ranson, 
W.Va., which was owned by the R. J. 
Funkhouser Company. It was in Ranson 
that she met Charlie. 

His naval duties took Charlie to 
Brisbane, Australia, where he served on 
the staff of the Commander of the 7th 
Fleet. He soon became involved in hand-
delivering ultra secret messages to General 
George MacArthur. After being read, all 
messages were put in a tray and burned.

Charlie followed MacArthur to Port 
Moresby, New Guinea. There he lived 

with the Army in tents until Quonset huts 
were provided. He remembers one night 
when he had to deliver a message to 
MacArthur at 2:00 a.m. The general was 
awakened to read the message — then it 
was burned. 

Later, Charlie was transferred to 
Sidney, Australia, 
where he was 
assigned to the 
British Pacific 
Fleet. In 1945, 
he returned to 
the United States 
and was assigned 
to the Caribbean 
Sea Frontier in 
Miami, Fla., and 
then to the staff 
of Secretary of 
the Navy, James 
Forrestal, in West 
Palm Beach.

In July, after 
three years of 
 correspondence, 
Charlie sent a 
 special letter 
proposing mar-
riage. Beth wrote 
back, “yes” and 
came to Florida 
in September, 
and they were 
married on the 
twenty-first by a 
Navy Chaplain in 
an Episcopal Church in Palm 
Beach. They lived there about a year.

When they returned to Ranson, 
Charlie hoped to be able to teach at 
Shepherd. Funds were not available, so 
he worked for a year in Berkeley Springs 
as assistant manager for a company that 
made milk coolers and vending machines. 
In the fall of 1946, he started teaching 
accounting at Shepherd. He taught there 
for 34 years, retiring in 1981. During his 
tenure, the Business School developed 
until it accounted for one-third of the total 
enrollment, and he served as chairman of 
the newly expanded department. He was 
the first CPA in the Eastern Panhandle of 
West Virginia.

The year 1950 was an important year 
for the Printzes. Their first child, Charles 
F. Printz Jr., was born in September, and 
they built and moved into a new home 
on South George Street in Charles Town. 
Charlie remained active in the Naval 
Reserve and belonged to a squadron 
stationed at Andrews Air Force Base. 
When the Korean War began in June, 
1950, his unit was put on 12-hour alert 
but was never called to active duty.

Mary 
Beth joined 
the family 
in June of 
1954 and 
all were 
thrilled 
with the 
addition of 
this little 
princess.

In 
addition to 
teaching at 
Shepherd 
full time, 
Charlie 
became 
involved 
with local 
busi-
ness and 
in 1965 
bought 
Kable Oil 
Company 
in Charles 
Town. This 
business 

was sold in 1986.
In 1971, they purchased the 230-acre 

farm known as Aspen Pool Farm outside 

Shepherds town. The original house had 
five rooms and was built in 1820. During 
the next three years they had a six-room 
addition built on. The exterior brick of 
this addition matched the fieldstone of 
the original house. The original log por-
tions were removed, and closets, central 
heat, electricity, running water, bath-
rooms and a beautiful glassed-in porch 
on the east side (back) of the house 
were added. The house is listed on the 
National Trust for Historic Preservation. 
Charlie planted over 6,000 trees along 
Trough Road and on the farm. There 
are beautiful antique furnishings in 
the house, including the beds in which 
Charlie and Beth were born.

Son Charles and his wife Donna, 
who live in Martinsburg, have two chil-
dren — Matthew, age 23 and Allison, age 
21. Daughter Mary Beth, who lives in 
Anchorage, Alaska, with her husband, Steve 
Mulder, teaches Spanish in an  elementary 
school there. They have a daughter, 
Mikaela, who is 16, and is spending this 
school year in Spain as an exchange student.

Beth and Charlie have been active 
in, and have held high offices in, several 
local organizations. Charlie is active in 
the General Adam Stevens Sons of the 
American Revolution, and he was the first 
West Virginian to be elected National 
President General. He has also been a leader 
in the American Legion, 40 and 8 where he 
was Chef de Gare, and Kiwanis in Charles 
Town where he served as President.

Beth has been Worthy Matron of 
the Eastern Star, and was Eastern District 
Chairman and State Parliamentarian of 
this organization; President of the Junior 
Women’s Club; President of the American 
Legion Auxiliary; member of the Bee Line 
Chapter of the National Society of the 
Daughters of the American Revolution, 
where she is finishing up 12 years as 
Regent; and United Daughters of the 
Confederacy.

Both are very active in the Men’s 
Club in Shepherdstown. Members are 
familiar with Charlie’s leading the Pledge 
of Allegiance, saying grace before dinner 
and leading the Christmas carols at the 
Christmas dinner with his beautiful bass-
baritone voice.

These two lifelong residents have made 
the community a better place with their dona-
tions of time and talent. We thank them for 
all they have contributed to our community.
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Charles and Beth celebrating 60 years in 2005
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A Royal Couple
                          Betty Lou Bryant

Charles and Beth Printz,  
September 21, 1945  
wedding photograph

Recently I read that the 
Washington Post is looking for 
stories about family holidays. I 

rather imagine that they are looking for 
the horror  stories of maladjusted families 
and their dysfunctional celebrations. I 
don’t have one of those, but I do recall 
one Thanksgiving years ago that almost 
 qualified.

To set the scene: In 1954, John 
and I (and our four children) moved to 
PenLaura, a wonderful cottage in the 
country between Paoli and Newtown 
Square, Pa. PenLaura was built by res-
toration architects, Richardson Brognard 
Okie and Charles Okie on their family 
farm. The cottage was a small colonial 
marvel. The flooring was all old paving-
brick cobbles taken up from the streets 
in front of the Betsy Ross house and 
William Penn’s home, Pennsbury, which 
the Okies had recently restored. 

I was hostessing my first both-sides-
of-the-family Thanksgiving. John’s 
 family was coming from Connecticut. 
My mother was flying in from Arizona.  
I intended to out-Rockwell Norman.

That Indian summer November, 
my little sons were excited about help-
ing me make the pies. David, five years 
old, was assigned the important job of 
egg breaker. Jonathan, three years, was 
the pourer of milk; he stood in readiness 
on the kitchen stool. The two-year-old 
twins, seated on the counter on either 
side of the mixing bowl, were given 
cups full of spices and sugar to add 
at the proper time. To complete the 
Rockwellesque scene, Pluto, our large 
yellow dog (Great Dane and yellow Lab 
mix) lay with his head under the stool 
and the gray kitten snuggled as close to 
her dog as she could get. 

The kitchen door stood wide open to 
cool off the kitchen. The old stove heated 
the brick floor as well as the adjoining 
counter, and made the kitchen very, very 
hot.

I put a gallon of mashed pumpkin in 
a huge bowl. David added eight unbeaten 
eggs. Jonathan added half of the milk; 
the twins were poised, waiting for their 
cue to add the spice. 

We never heard the car come up our 
lane nor the driver getting out. Seeing us 
all together in the kitchen, he just opened 
the screen door and said, “Pardon me 
ma’am, I’m taking the farm census . . . ” 

Pluto exploded, mostly vertically, 
growling and snarling and barking, and 
roared out after the terrified intruder. The 
dog’s force knocked Jonathan off the 
stool. As I grabbed him, the pumpkin, 
the milk, the bowl, the spice and the eggs 
seemed to become airborne, twirling and 
dancing about as if choreographed by 
Disney. 

Then gravity took hold. The mixture 
coated boys, kitten, the stove, the hot 
brick floor and me. Eggs landed on the 
twins’ pumpkin- and spice-coated heads 
and bodies. There were only the open 
howling mouths to tell their backs from 
their fronts. The pumpkin-coated kitten 
panicked and ran, hissing and screeching, 
out of the kitchen into the living room 
fireplace and promptly became a pump-
kin cat coated with ash.

As I scooped up the twins and 
Jonathan, I could see the census taker’s 
car retreating with Pluto in hot pursuit. 
The dog had gone right through the 
screening of the door. 

I wrapped the still-howling children 
in sheets that were in the laundry room 
(they were to be washed while the pies 
baked) and struggled up the stairs to the 
bath where they were put into the tub, 
sprayed and soaked, calmed and com-
forted. David remained unfazed: his only 
concern was whether he would be given 
more eggs to break.

When we finally returned to the 
kitchen, the egg/pumpkin/spice mix 
had baked on the outside of the stove 
and down into the small space between 
the counter and the stove. The mixture 
had also soaked into and baked hard on 
the hot bricks around the stove. Pluto 
returned, pleased with himself for saving 
his family from the intruder, and he was 
now trying to lick the pumpkin off the 
hissing kitten. 

I scraped and cleaned as much of the 
mess from the stove and bricks as possi-
ble, but the unsealed hot bricks absorbed 

a lot of the spicy mixture, and what was 
not absorbed was hard as cement. It was 
early on Thanksgiving morning when I 
finally fell into bed. Three new pies were 
cooling in the kitchen and the animals, 
human and otherwise, were asleep.

I have very hazy memories of the 
rest of the holiday except that John’s 
mother commented that if I cleaned the 
oven it wouldn’t smoke so much. My 
mother suggested that the sterling salt 
dishes needed to be polished in my spare 
time.

The census taker never returned. I 
wonder if the 1954 farm census records 
show that the census was incomplete?

Post script: After many years away 
from Pennsylvania, I returned for a visit. 
I heard that PenLaura had been modern-
ized. I stopped by our old home to see 
what renovations its new owner had 
made. A large new wing was evident, 
but I was surprised to see that, with the 
exception of new appliances, the kitchen 
was basically unchanged. 

When I commented on this, the new 
owner said, “Well, when the weather 
is warm, the kitchen seems to emit the 
most wonderful spicy aromas, and I can 
imaging the ghosts of Colonial women 
of old adding the spices to their cooking. 
I wouldn’t want to run the risk of losing 
that.” 

“Ah yes,” I replied. “I am very 
familiar with that aroma.” 

And I took my leave. Why spoil a 
good story?

Marge Dower is slowly adjusting to the 
wilds of eastern Maryland, but she still 
cheers for the Mountaineers.
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Ghosts of Pumpkins Past
Marge Dower
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With a boyish appearance and 
easygoing personality, Chris 
Walter is a natural fit for 

his job as principal of Wright Denny 
Elementary School. Chris comes from a 
family of educators and talks about his 
affection for students as one of his pri-
mary motivations for pursuing a career 
in education. “In education, the most 
important thing is that you’ve gotta love 
kids,” he stated. “You need to make a 
personal connection with students to be a 
good educator. You see that light in their 
eyes — it gets you!”

Chris is one of the many thriv-
ing graduates of Jefferson High School 
(class of ’91) who attributes his success 
in part to the experience he had during 
his high school years. Chris found “a 
good group of kids” at Jefferson High 
School. He said the school was not 
cliquish and his high school education 
left him “extremely well-prepared for 
college.” Chris noted that when he was 
at Jefferson High, they had just started 
offering AP courses. 

Chris was born in Hagerstown, 
Md., but grew up in Shepherdstown. His 
grandmother and mother both taught at 
Shepherdstown Elementary School (his 
mother is still there) and his father works 
for Jefferson County Schools. 

Chris attended Shepherdstown 
Elementary and Middle Schools, where 
he says, “Teachers made learning a lot of 
fun.” Middle school was a transition time 
for Chris, and he admits to being not 
always the model student there, a pattern 
that he changed when he went to high 
school. Shepherdstown Middle School 
was “academically oriented,” Chris says, 
“But I chose more fun things to do at 
times.”

Although Chris briefly considered 
following in the footsteps of his brother 
Mike to pursue accounting at Penn State, 
he opted instead to attend Shepherd 
University, where he received a bach-
elor’s degree in Elementary Education. 
Chris later earned a master’s degree in 
Educational Leadership (Administration) 
from West Virginia University.

Chris says in his family, “not going 
to college was not an option. You had to 
have a degree or trade.” He had a “great 

experience” at Shepherd University, 
and was especially appreciative of the 
small class size. “Professors knew you 
on a first-name basis,” according to 
Chris. He found the curriculum to be 
rigorous. “You earned your education at 
Shepherd,” he says. “You had to be there 
every day.”

Chris says he knew when he was 
a high school junior that he wanted to 
coach some day. He loves sports and 
played high school baseball, football, 
and tennis. Chris coached when he 
was a teacher and still coaches tennis 
at Jefferson High School. Although he 
is busy, Chris can always find time for 
sports, whether it is playing or coaching 
or watching the Shepherd Rams compete.

Before becoming Principal of 
Wright Denny Elementary School in 
2004, Chris taught seventh grade sci-
ence at Charles Town Middle School for 
one year and then fifth grade at North 
Jefferson for six years. While at North 
Jefferson, Chris served as acting head 
teacher for 18 months, was a member 
of the curriculum team and discipline 
team, served as teacher association rep-
resentative, chaired the faculty senate, 
and was the school’s staff development 

coordinator. Chris believes all of these 
experiences were good preparation for 
the administrative duties required in his 
current position. 

Chris commented there have been 
no surprises in his current job because 
he did student teaching at Wright Denny 
and knew what to expect. “We have 
a strong staff here,” Chris relates, and 
notes that teachers at Wright Denny 
have, for the most part, resisted the 
temptation to cross the state border for 
more money. Although he enjoys being a 
principal, Chris misses having the daily 
positive student interaction he had when 
he was teaching. Many of the students 
he now sees are either in trouble or are 
experiencing some kind of problem.

The inability to increase teacher 
salaries is his “biggest struggle,” Chris 
says. The Eastern Panhandle is “losing 
quality teachers every year and can’t 
gain new ones” because of the relatively 
high cost of living in this part of the state 
and the opportunities teachers have to 
earn higher salaries in adjacent states. 
While he believes locality pay would 
help address this problem, Chris is con-
cerned that it will be difficult for the 
concept of locality pay to receive enough 

support from legislators in other parts of 
the state. “The Recht decision hurts us,” 
Chris commented. “The ability to keep a 
higher share of tax money locally would 
help.”

Chris believes different educa-
tional strategies work for different kids. 
“Best practices are those that work for 
your kids. You have to learn your kids’ 
strengths and weaknesses and adjust your 
teaching strategies to what works.”

Chris is well-grounded by his fam-
ily. “My wife Jennifer is a great person,” 
he said. “We have a beautiful daughter.” 
He talks lovingly about their little girl, 
three-year-old Anna, who is a big fan of 
Dora, the Explorer. “She’s a handful — 
everything is why?”

Jennifer, whom Chris began dat-
ing in high school, teaches kindergarten 
at Page Jackson Elementary School. 
She also is a Jefferson High School and 
Shepherd University alum and the couple 
live in Charles Town. 

Along with his family, Chris runs a 
catering service on the premises of the 
Charles Town Moose Lodge. They lease 
the kitchen and manage special events as 
well as a restaurant featuring full dinner 
and sandwich menus. 

A Matter of Principal
Marie Carter
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Principal Chris Walter with students

“Wholly committed, com-
pletely unaffected.” This 
is what serves me as the 

best guide in my new job as mayor of 
Shepherdstown. Although we are a small 
town as municipalities go, we have a 
complex government and a passionate 
constituency. Being mayor requires full 
concentration, intense participation, and 
at the same time, as much impartiality 
and inner detachment as one can bring to 
the job. It is very important to remember, 
in the heat of the moment, that we are 
only talking about “parking” or “how to 
repair our sidewalks.” Important issues 
to be sure, but at the same time they may 
also be used as a yardstick of our being, 
or what we can bear.

What has been most interesting to 
me, and also the most surprising, is how 
much I like the job. It took my wife 
Susan to point this out to me. I was in 
the middle of complaining about the 
issues and the people that were mak-
ing my life impossible at one point. She 
interrupted me mid-sentence and said, 
“You’re enjoying your new job aren’t 
you.” I stopped for a moment and real-
ized, yes, I was having a good time.

I definitely find it rewarding work 
helping to solve the problems of our 
town. And while there are always differ-
ing points of view on any issue we face, 
the people of the town and the elected 
members of our town government are 
really good people who are committed to 
making things better. I like the people I 
work with very much, and that includes 
all the employees at Town Hall and those 
under the direction of our indispensable 
Public Works director, Frank Welch.

What are the important issues? Well, 
we do have some. The overarching issue 
is this: Who (or what) are we? This pri-
marily asks two things: What are the 
boundaries of our little world? and, How 
do we decide what those boundaries are? 
Secondarily: How are we going to trans-
form the structure of our town govern-
ment to help us deal with the realities of 
municipal life in Jefferson County today?

We are not a town that is interested 
in growing per se. We are not looking for 

some kind of prominence in the world.  
A remarkable number of residents in this 
town are quite happy for life to remain 
much as it is. I feel the same. The prob-
lem we have today is that we are no 
longer a fairly isolated island in an agrar-
ian sea, separated from Charles Town, 
Ranson, Harper’s Ferry, and Martinsburg 
by orchards and farms and the occasional 
car meandering down a country road. 
Instead, there are lots and lots of subdivi-
sions dotting the landscape. These bring 
more and more people and their auto-
mobiles, and more and more water and 
sewer complications, and other environ-
mental concerns.

There is no longer a little college 
in our town. It has become a university 
that is planning to double its current 
population. On top of this, we are pre-
tending the neighborhoods at the south 
side of our town are not really part of 
Shepherdstown, and that we will remain 
small and uncomplicated by not annex-
ing the commercial sector at our border. 
We cannot continue to exist as we are 
by ignoring what is happening inside 
and outside of our borders and refusing 
to ask our residential and commercial 
neighbors for support.

In the last week, both our state rep-
resentative and the town’s legal counsel 
have suggested to me that Shepherds town 
could lose its status as a corporation if 
we continue to ignore our need to bring 
in more residents and more revenue.  
The small contingent of current residents 
(and we can’t count the students that 
technically qualify as residents) from 
whom the town derives its support, both 
financially and, more importantly, as 
willing participants in running the town, 
cannot continue to shoulder the burden.

We like to do things a little dif-
ferently in Shepherdstown. At least I 
hope we do. We have an opportunity 
right now to work with the county 
and perhaps create a “Shepherdstown 
Planning District” that could have bet-
ter controls on subdivision develop-
ment, architectural design, water and 
sewer management, green space, and 
energy efficient building requirements. 
In fact, by the time this article is printed, 
Shepherdstown may have become the 
first municipality in West Virginia to 
sign the U.S. Mayor’s Climate Protection 
Agreement. This will demonstrate our 
commitment to environmental steward-
ship within our jurisdiction and send 

encouragement to other municipalities 
within our state to follow our lead. 

I also am hoping that Shepherds-
town joins Parkersburg in becoming one 
of the only two municipalities in West 
Virginia to acquire accreditation from 
the nationally recognized Committee 
on Accreditation for Law Enforcement 
Agencies (CALEA). This certification 
will not happen overnight and not with-
out administrative leadership from town 
government and our police force. But 
we have set our sights on this level of 
 service for our town.

The Town Council and I are 
 currently working to create a flexible 
but clear Five-Year Strategic Plan so we 
can budget responsibly and behave more 
intentionally. This plan will include the 
grant-aided work on the downtown areas 
we are calling the “streetscape project.” It 
will include other neighborhood- specific 
proposals to help increase the beauty and 
livability in these areas. It will contain, 
I hope, a revised and equitable plan to 
repair our long-neglected sidewalks.

I recently visited Lewisburg, a beau-
tiful sister city as some say, that provides 
an excellent example to us of what a 
responsible populace and a committed 
small town government can achieve. 
They repave a certain amount of street 
each year, repair a certain amount of 
sidewalk, steward a distinct commercial 
area, and run a strict, but fair, Historic 
Landmarks Commission that operates 
within a well-defined border. They are 
managing their city, not just reacting 
to problems as they arise. We need to 
 follow their lead.

I am enthusiastic about our future. 
That is part of my job. However, I do 
believe that we are at a crossroad or a 
tipping point, as we like to say these 
days. Maintaining and preserving our 
wonderful town is going to require our 
being more active than we have been in 
the past. We are going to have to articu-
late what we want and fully recognize 
what we actually need in order to con-
tinue to share the unique experience of 
living in Shepherdstown.

Shepherdstown Nearing a 
Tipping Point

Mayor Lance Dom
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Shepherdstown Mayor Lance Dom
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If you have been a reader 
of the local Shepherdstown 
papers over the past sev-

eral years, you have no doubt 
made the acquaintance of Andy 
Ace, the big black dog who 
observes everything that’s going 
on around town and offers his 
 opinions in “Dog’s Eye View.” 
His companion person, cartoon-
ist Lou Cox, has painstakingly 
translated his comments for 
publication.

Everyday life has always 
provided inspiration for Cox, 
who has been cartooning for 
decades. Cox’s life so far has 
taken her through a host of 
changes in situations and loca-
tions, so there has certainly been 
no lack of material.

Originally from 
Pennsylvania, Cox studied art 
and history in college. She went 
to work as a flight attendant 
(then called a hostess) for TWA, 
based in Kansas City. 

In those days, she recalled, 
before every rich and/or famous 
person had a private plane, 
celebrities were occasion-
ally encountered on flights. 
Cox remembered the time that 

actor Forrest Tucker asked 
another hostess for a date, but 
the woman had not brought an 
appropriate change of clothes.  
“I lent her my knit suit,” 
laughed Cox, “so after that, I 
could say that my suit went out 
with Forrest Tucker.”

It was on a plane where she 
met her future husband, a farmer 
who was on his way to a party 
at his college fraternity. He had 
bet his friends that he could get 
a date with an airline hostess, 
manufacturing an elaborate ruse 
about a lost watch — a fact 
unbeknownst to her until after 
their wedding. 

After her marriage, Cox, 
who had never been on a farm 
before, moved to her husband’s 
large family farm near Wichita, 
Kan. They grew field crops, 
including wheat, corn, alfalfa, 
and soybeans, and raised Black 
Angus cattle. Their four daugh-
ters, Holiday, Shon, Willow, 
and Elyce, were born in Kansas, 
the fifth generation on the farm.

It was not an easy life, 
and Cox describes farming as 
similar to gambling. “You never 
knew until the harvest whether 
you had a crop. The weather 
was harsh and unpredictable. 
There could be a hailstorm just 
before harvest time. You might 
have a good crop or you might 
end up with nothing.” 

During those farming years, 
Cox drew a cartoon series 
called “He Said,” based on the 
exchanges between her husband 
and herself. It ran for about seven 
years in farming magazines 

in Kansas and the Dakotas. In 
addition, she drew fashion illus-
trations for area newspapers.

For 11 years, Cox oper-
ated a bed and breakfast, the 
Inn at Sedgwick, on their farm. 
It was open only on Friday and 
Saturday nights and served 36 
people for dinner each night, 

with a limited five-course menu 
that was decided on Monday. 
Cox prided herself on the qual-
ity of the food she served, grow-
ing her own seasonal vegetables 
and baking pies from scratch. 

None of the four Cox 
daughters was interested in con-
tinuing the farming life. Holiday 
tragically died of cancer at 18. 
Shon married and moved to 
Minnesota. Willow moved to 
New York City to become a 
ballet dancer, and Elyce went to 
New York to work in the fash-
ion industry.

Her daughters’ adventures 
in New York City soon became 
material for more of Cox’s car-
toons. In addition, she created a 
cartoon series about children in 
church. She illustrated a  beautiful 
children’s book called Flying 
Lesson about a bird family. She 
has written and illustrated a 
delightful Easter book for chil-
dren that is as yet to be published. 

The Coxes eventually gave 
up farming and moved east. 
Cox and her husband parted and 
she went to care for her aging 
mother. Cox had already discov-
ered Shepherdstown on a visit to 
her mother in Pennsylvania.  
“I got lost and found Shepherds-
town. It looked like a Christmas 
card!” she said. She bought a 
place in Cress Creek for herself 
and her mother, but her mother 
died within a few months.

In the meantime, Cox’s 
daughter Elyce had gone into 
business in New York with a 
college friend, making designer 
handbags. They were talented 
and in the right place at the right 
time, and their little business 
grew into the highly successful 
Kate Spade Handbags. Cox’s 
lovely home on Church Street in 
Shepherdstown was built for her 
by her daughter Elyce.

Andy Ace, a Lab-vizsla 
mix, the star of Cox’s “Dog’s 
Eye View,” was rescued from a 
shelter in Kansas. He lived on 
the farm, came to Shepherds-
town with Cox, and accompa-

nied her everywhere. Andy Ace 
passed away at the age of 15, 
but he lives on in Cox’s car-
toons. She has had many dogs 
over the years, but she says that 
Andy was one of those very 
special dogs that some people 
are lucky enough to find. “I 
could never find another dog 
like Andy,” she said, “so I never 
got another dog.” 

While Andy was living, 
Cox said she didn’t do her 
drawings of him from life, not-
ing that dogs simply don’t stay 
still and pose. “But I took a lot 
of photos of him in all position, 
and I did lots of sketches of 
him. Rough sketches actually 
can capture more body action 
than  photos.”

Besides cartooning, Cox 
enjoys painting with oils, pri-
marily still lifes, and working 
in her garden. She volunteers 
as a driver for Good Shepherd 
Caregivers, and is active in the 
Christ Reformed Church. She 
likes to bake and takes pride in 
a special chocolate-buttermilk 
cake she makes for fund-raisers.
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Lou Cox at her drawing board
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Lou Cox
The Woman Behind the Dog

Claire Stuart

Elegantly clubby might be the best way to describe 
veteran restaurateurs Mike and Deborah Luksa’s 
newly opened The Press Room on West German 

Street in Shepherdstown. Named for the newspaper, 
the defunct Shepherdstown Independent and print shop, 
which once inhabited the space — the press actually sat 
where the kitchen is now — the Luksas want to provide 
a Manhattan menu with a homey feel.

Both now call the Shepherdstown area home; wife 
Deborah is a Shepherd graduate. They met and were 
employed at The Yellow Brick Bank restaurant, during 
former owner Kevin Connell’s earliest days. They use 
local materials in The Press Room — from renovating 
to cooking. Some call the decor European; others call 
the menu Mediterranean. All call the restaurant friendly.

“We use as many regional ingredients as we can. 
We are working with suppliers like the local herb grow-
ers who make this community what it is. Of course 
some people can’t supply us with quantities needed by 
a restaurant. But we used local venders for construc-
tion. The booths were made by a company outside 
Martinsburg and the tables came from a company out-
side Hagerstown,” said Mike Luksa.

Local businessman Bill Howard sold the Luksas 
the building at 129 West German, adjacent to the his-
toric movie house, in March of 2004. Howard had used 
the property himself and later was renting it to a pair of 
retailers who leased the building until the Luksas came 
along.

When Howard provided them with the deed, he 
also presented them with a plaque reading 1792, when 
some believe the building was erected. Though the 
structure had been left in good order, turning retail 
space into a dining establishment took some doing. 
Luksa said he and his local renovators started on 

the place in March of this year and it finally opened 
September 6.

You can see the original header on the downstairs 
ceiling, which extends from dining room to the bar. 
The wooden floors have been exposed. The proprietors 
asked the work persons to bring the space back to its 
original state, as best they could, by exposing the brick 
walls. The lighting is downright enchanting.

The two dining rooms downstairs can seat about 40 
to 60 diners in the open area, depending on the occasion. 
The second and third floors are currently being leased.

Mike Luksa began his cooking career while living 
in Buffalo in 1974. The state of New York provided 
certain public schools with an accelerated culinary arts 
academy and Mike spent his formative years traipsing 
the state and being trained by certified chefs.

Kevin Connell, the original owner of the Yellow 
Brick Bank down the street, hired Luksa to be his lead 
chef soon after the regionally famous gathering place 
opened. Deborah came on in 1980. The two met and 
married and were ultimately the core of Connell’s bur-
geoning business.

In the latter stages of his Shepherdstown ten-
ure, Connell decided to move his family back to his 
native New England. Mike and Deborah followed 
later to help Connell open a restaurant similar to the 
Bank in Rye, N.H. But because of the allure of this 
region — Deborah’s parents live off the Martinsburg-
Shepherdstown Pike and Mike had made steadfast 
friends during his Bank run — they decided to return. 
When the Howard offer came up, they jumped at it.

Describing The Press Room’s menu is like describ-
ing a fine wine. It’s tricky. The Luksas start with local 
ingredients with a Mediterranean theme. Dishes climb 
up the ladder from pizza to entrees served in places 
akin to Manhattan, where Mike says with a laugh he 
was forced into doing his research.

Recently, local diner Al Henderson had this to say 
about the place. “It was very relaxing. We [he and wife 
Sharon] stopped there on the way to a reading at the 
university. I ordered a pizza, but there was none of this 
attitude about us being tight-fisted. We had a short wait, 
but they got right to us. The food was good.”

Henderson, who has lived throughout the country, 
said the ambiance instantly reminds him of a local 
place where he used to hang out in Hyde Park, a trendy 
part of Chicago.

Luksa recommends reservations for longer soirees, 
but said dress is relaxed. A stocked bar sits in a private 
corner of the downstairs space, and customers are wel-
come to go there, or anywhere really, to graze.

Business has bustled with “a lot of familiar faces, 
which is the fun part,” said Mike. He expects out-of-
town business to pick up with the Christmas shopping 
season as tourists pour through Shepherdstown.

“In the end we are a service industry. One of the 
great ways to celebrate is through food. Part of the way 

people relax is to go out to eat and enjoy themselves. 
Almost like any form of entertainment, a meal brings 
people together for conversation. It’s a great way to go 
and relax. People work so hard today, they need a place 
like this,” he said.

“I respect the word chef. There is more to being a 
chef than going to an accelerated school and learning 
under certified chefs. You have to do it a long time. 
That’s the kind of attitude we try to bring here.”

There are two dining rooms in the circa 18th-
century building — a main one and another called “the 
library” because of the cookbooks on display. The 
Press Room is open from 5 p.m. on, Thursday through 
Monday. Call (304) 876-8777 for reservations. Lunch 
and brunch servings may be offered in the future.

“We’re just taking it one step at a time,” said Luksa.

Jim Laise is the senior writer for WVSports.com, a 
 content-driven, interactive Web site for fans of the West 
Virginia University Mountaineers.

The Press Room
Because Man Can’t Live on News Alone

Jim Laise

The Press Room owners Mike and Deborah Luksa

The Press Room interior
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GOOD SHEPHERDS 

Since 1979

GOOD TOWN

GOOD NEWS PAPER 

Free, but not cheap

P. O. Box 1212 • Shepherdstown, WV 25443 • 304-876-6466 • FAX 304-876-2033

December 2006

Dear Reader,

 You hold the future of the GOOD NEWS PAPER in your hands. This is our one and only appeal for 

financial gifts. With your help we can keep a good thing going into a 28th year.

 The first issue of the GOOD NEWS PAPER was published in May 1979 with a press run of 1,000 

copies. We now print 13,000 copies and mail nearly 12,000. Virtually every mailbox within five miles of 

Shepherdstown gets a copy — and, by request, hundreds more from Maine to California and Alaska to 

Florida. Nearly 20,000 people read each issue.

 The GOOD NEWS PAPER is free because dozens of people — writers, editors, typists, photographers, 

illustrators, proofreaders, and designers — donate their time and talent. We are grateful for the donation 

of artistic and graphic services by HBP of Hagerstown.

 The GOOD NEWS PAPER not only reads well, but looks good, too, because of an experienced and 

 talented production team including senior designer Melinda Schmitt, senior photographic editor Nan 

Doss, senior copy editor Rie Wilson, senior proofreaders John Foxen and Betty Lou Bryant, senior pre-

publication editor Libby Howard, and senior editors Hunter Barrat, Claire Stuart, Nan Broadhurst, Ed 

Zahniser, Mark Madison, and Marge Dower. We have enjoyed several new and returning writers this 

year: Betty Lou Bryant, Natasha Baihly, Jim Laise, Marie Carter, and Richard Belisle. Ruth Weese has 

taken on photographic duties adeptly.

 We regret to announce several retirements from these pages: Virginia (Provenzano) Winston from her 

long-standing column on plants, Hunter Barrat from the KIDS page, Al Henderson from his homespun 

page, and Thomas Harding from his Meeting People page. With so many gone, we’re looking for new 

writers. Drop us a line if you’d like to be one.

 We regret to announce the death of Hank Buckner, a loyal and dependable distributor for many years. 

He will be greatly missed. We are grateful that Ed and Kitty Kelly assisted Hank and will continue with 

that job.

 Volunteers keep the cost of producing this community magazine to an absolute minimum. Each 

 quarterly issue costs about $3,000 to print and mail. That adds up to $12,000 for the year. Our Business & 

Service Directory brings in $4,800. The several religious communities of the Shepherdstown Ministerial 

Association contribute another $1,200. The rest — $6,000 — must come in gifts from you.

 And your gifts do come in — ranging from $5 to $200. Please send your gift today. You may use 

the enclosed self-addressed envelope (if it hasn’t fallen out!). Make checks payable to the GOOD NEWS 

PAPER, or simply GNP, and help keep a good thing going.

Sincerely,

Randall W. Tremba

Executive Editor

P.S. Give a gift subscription to your friends or relatives. Absolutely free, of course. Use the handy coupon 

on page 2. They’ll thank you for it. 

From the GNP Archives from Winter 1996
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Religious Worship and Education Schedules

Shepherdstown Presbyterian
100 W. Washington Street
Randall W. Tremba, Pastor

Telephone: 876-6466
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. & 10:45 a.m.

Sunday School: 10:45 a.m.
Nursery year-round
www.spcworks.org 

New Street United Methodist
Church & New Streets
Dee-Ann Dixon, Pastor
Telephone: 876-2362

Sunday Worship: 10:00 a.m.
Children’s Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.

Adult Sunday School: 11:15 a.m.

Asbury United Methodist
Rt. 480 (Kearneysville Road)

Rev. Rudolph Monsio Bropleh, Pastor
Telephone: 876-3122

Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

Trinity Episcopal
Corner of Church & German Streets

The Rev. G. T. Schramm, Rector
The Rev. Siobhan Patterson, Curate

Telephone: 876-6990
Sunday Worship: 8:00 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.

Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.

Christ Reformed U.C.C.
304 East German Street
Bronson Staley, Pastor

Telephone: (301) 241-3972
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m.

Sunday School for all ages: 10:10 a.m.

St. Agnes Roman Catholic
Church & Washington Streets

Father Mathew Rowgh
Telephone: 876-6436

Sunday Eucharist: 8:00 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Saturday Eucharist: 5:30 p.m.

Sunday School: 9:15 a.m.

St. Peter’s Lutheran
King & High Streets
Fred Soltow, Pastor

Telephone: 876-6771
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m.

Adult Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Children’s Church: 11:15 a.m.

Sunday Evening Worship and Bible Study: 6:15 p.m.

St. James’ Lutheran Church, Uvilla
Sunday Worship: 9:00 a.m.

Children’s Church: 9:15 a.m.

Baha’i Faith
Entler Hotel ~ German & Princess Streets

Telephone: 535-2351
Sunday Devotions: 11:30 a.m.

Study circles and monthly discussion group 
(call for information)

Unity of Shepherdstown
Minister: Reverend Anne Murphy

Morning Celebration Services
Sundays at 11:00 a.m.

Shepherdstown Train Station
Seasonal Classes & Workshops

Telephone: (304) 268-4222
www.unityofshepherdstown.org

St. John’s Baptist
West German Street

Rev. Cornell Herbert, Pastor-Elect
Telephone: 876-3856

Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

Christian Science Society
Entler Hotel ~ German & Princess Streets 

Sunday Worship & Sunday School: 10:00 
a.m. 
Testimony meetings: 1st & 3rd Wednesdays 
3:00 p.m. year-round in the Reading Room 

Christian Science Reading Room, located at  
203 S. Princess Street, is open Mondays and Wednesdays 

(except holidays) from noon until 3 pm.

Telephone: 876-2021 
Sentinel radio program Sundays 7 a.m. 

on WINC 92.5 FM 

Virginia (Provenzano) Winston’s 
informative articles promot-
ing the use of native plants in 

the landscape have been a staple in the 
GOOD NEWS PAPER for years, but 
you will notice that her byline is miss-
ing here. Unfortunately, Winston will no 
longer be writing for the GOOD NEWS 
PAPER. She has decided to free herself 
from deadlines and obligations to devote 
more time to her nursery and landscape 
design work.

Winston recalls when she started 
writing for the GOOD NEWS PAPER, 
she had absolutely no experience writing 
for popular consumption. She said the 
only writing she had done was scientific 
writing, in the regimented style required 
in scientific papers, and she had to train 
herself in a whole new style. “I had to 
try to break it up to make it readable,” 
she said, “but I had the most fun doing 
the drawings.”

Winston found what she really 
wanted to do in life after a delayed start. 
She was an artistic soul, but she started 
out as a chemistry major in college. She 
pulled out a beautiful, detailed drawing 
of a bouquet of flowers that she had done 
when she was a young teen. “I always 
loved to draw and design,” she said. 
However, studying chemistry offered a 
practical way to make a living, even as 
she asked herself, “Why am I doing this? 
I don’t love it!”

Graduate school recruiters convinced 
her to go into biochemistry, which was 
somewhat more to her liking because it 
dealt with living organisms. She went on 
to work in a research laboratory at the 
National Institutes of Health. “I should 
have been a field biologist,” she said in 
retrospect. “I didn’t like lab work.”

She subsequently quit NIH to raise a 
family. As her children started growing 
up, she began thinking about returning to 
work. She wondered just what she was 
going to do, since she simply did not 
want to return to a laboratory.

She had gotten into gardening, 
and that, coupled with her abiding 
love for art and design, led her to take 
a landscape design course at George 
Washington University. The concentra-
tion was on woody ornamentals, and she 
spent considerable time at the National 

Arboretum.
Then living in the Washington, 

D.C. area, Winston went to work for a 
landscape designer, a transplant from 
England. They designed for homes and 
estates, utilizing the plants that could 
commonly be found in nurseries. Native 
plants did not enter the picture. 

Winston began taking an interest 
in native plants after taking some semi-
nars at the National Wildlife Federation. 
She learned about the advantages of 
landscaping with the native plants that 
naturally grow in any given environment 
and how those plants have been nega-
tively impacted by introduced invasive 
species. “Native plants were becoming 
a movement in the 1980s,” she said. 
Large, comprehensive native plant semi-
nars were held in North Carolina and 
Pennsylvania, and Winston attended sev-
eral. “It was total immersion,” she said. 
“They were very scientifically based, not 
just talks for homeowners.”

Through the classes she took at 
National Wildlife Federation on creat-
ing habitats for public spaces, Winston 
became certified as a schoolyard habitat 
planner. When she moved to this area, 
she offered her services as a volunteer 
to Shepherdstown Elementary School. 
“Volunteering is a good way to try on a 
career,” she laughed. “Nobody is as criti-
cal of you when you are a volunteer!”

She found the Shepherdstown area 
full of people with young children who 
were interested in the environment. 
She met teachers and parents, and they 
planned a school butterfly garden. “We 
formed a club,” she said, “and it’s still 
going on.”

They started with a garden around 
the school’s flagpole. “At that time, it 
was surrounded by old yews and juni-
pers,” she said, “so we took them out. 
College kids in environmental classes 
contributed their time and muscle.”

They planned and installed a 
keyhole-shaped garden. “The children 
planted it,” she said. “Each class planted 
two kinds of plants and the kindergart-
ners planted annuals. It was planted in 
May and by August it was glorious!” 

The teachers, as well as the chil-
dren, learned from the garden. “We had 
to get them used to using the outdoors 

to teach,” she said. They found that the 
garden was an excellent and fun teaching 
tool for all sorts of subjects. The children 
could use the garden to learn to measure 
and figure areas, learn about plants and 
living creatures, and write about the 
things they observed. The art teacher had 
the children paint pictures of the garden 
that were printed up on note cards and 
sold.

Winston’s volunteer work intro-
duced her to people who wanted her to 
design gardens with natural habitats. 
Since she was a staunch advocate of 
using native plants as much as possible, 
she was then faced with the dilemma 
of finding them. They were not readily 
available from commercial nurseries, so 
she decided to grow them herself.

She started her native plant nursery 
about six years ago. “I began with wild 
hydrangeas, spicebush and pawpaw 
because I could get them around here,” 
she said.

She had not done much plant propa-
gation, so a lot of it was self-taught by 
trial and error. She recalled, with a 
rueful laugh, an early experience with 
wild hydrangea seeds. She took a flat of 
small pots of soil, scattered the powdery 
hydrangea seeds over them, and placed 
the flat on the ground. By spring, the 
pots were packed with plants that had 
been seeded much too heavily. They had 
grown through the bottoms of the pots 
and were well rooted into the ground. 

Currently, Winston grows spicebush, 
bladdernut, and pawpaw from seed, but 
she buys in a lot of rooted cuttings from 

native plant suppliers and grows them 
to saleable size. “They can get a lot of 
material that I can’t,” she said.

Winston has continued to send out 
trial balloons to see the direction in 
which her business will grow. She put 
out a cut flower garden with the inten-
tion of selling to florists but doubts that 
she will continue that venture. “I sold 
some cut flowers to florists, but it’s very 
 seasonal,” she said. “Florists want so 
many flowers in the spring, and that’s 
the time of year when I have too much 
else to do.”

Most of Winston’s design work is 
for home gardens with habitat for wild-
life. She says that she has not looked for 
commercial work, although she has done 
a few gated entries for subdivisions. She 
noted that most people do not realize 
that almost all of the plants used in com-
mercial plantings have been introduced 
from Asia. “There is so much that people 
don’t know,” she commented.

Winston says she plans to work as 
long as she is physically able, but she is 
really not interested in her business get-
ting any bigger. “I don’t want to have to 
hire anybody,” she said.

Her husband, Eldon, teaches t’ai 
chi and organic gardening, and both of 
them teach classes for Master Gardeners. 
“He does vegetables and I do the native 
plants,” she said.

Virginia Winston is a member of 
the West Virginia/Maryland Native Plant 
Society. You can reach her by E-mail at 
provenzano4@earthlink.net.

Going Native
Claire Stuart

Virginia Provenzano Winston
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The bumper sticker, Who would Jesus bomb? is both silly and provoca-
tive. Silly because Jesus lived before bombs, as we know them, were 
invented. Provocative because “Jesus,” even in popular culture, remains 

the standard  
or symbol for right behavior. That question (Who would Jesus bomb?) and those like  
it are shorthand ways of asking — not merely what is the right thing to do — but 
what is the absolutely right thing to do in any given situation.

That is the edge on the name of “Jesus” in such a question.
It began with: What would Jesus do? And now we have: What would Jesus 

drive? Where would Jesus shop? And we could add: Where would Jesus live? What 
would Jesus wear, eat, chew, and drink?

I’ve got a few unauthorized answers.
Jesus would drive a scruffy Japanese pickup 

truck. Why? Because I drive a scruffy Japanese 
pickup. He would shop at Wal-Mart and not at Saks 
Fifth Avenue. Why? Because Jesus likes to mix and 
mingle with ordinary, hard-working people  trying 
to get by on very little. Where would he live? In a 
McMansion. Why? Because he said, “In my Father’s 
house are many mansions.” See how much fun this 
can be?

Who would Jesus bomb?
I once thought there was only one Christian 

answer to that question, but I was wrong.
Twenty-some years ago while visiting my par-

ents in Englewood, Fla., my mother, a tenacious 
Baptist, insisted that I attend a Presbyterian church 
that she had discovered and liked. She especially 
liked the young, handsome, dynamic minister who, as 
she put it, preached the pure and simple gospel from 
the Bible without bringing in politics — and then she 
poked her finger in my chest and said: the way you 
do. My mother had read a few of my sermons and 
didn’t like my political slant.

The young, handsome, dynamic minister’s lesson 
for the day was from “The Sermon on the Mount.” 
Love your enemies. Well, I thought, there is only one way this can turn out. I was 
wrong. When he got to the part about “turning the other cheek,” he noted that Jesus 
meant turn it once and then if your enemy’s  belligerence persisted you were free to 
clobber him with everything you had. Now that’s a novel interpretation, I thought.

It got even better.
By the end of the sermon he was urging his congregation to get behind President 

Reagan’s fledgling defense program by signing a petition available in the vestibule. 
We sang a hymn and the service was over.

A line formed to sign the petition and another to shake the minister’s hand at the 
exit. I bit my tongue, shook his hand, and got into my parents’ car. WOW, mom, I 
said, your minister sure preaches the pure and simple gospel! To which my mother 
replied: OK, OK, that was a mistake.

It was some comfort to me to note that particular church belonged to a differ-
ent Presbyterian denomination from my own. That denomination also believes Jesus 
would not ordain women as ministers. Not all Presbyterians are alike. And not all 
Christians are alike. For instance, we read the Bible differently.

Who would Jesus bomb? A certain church in a certain town in Florida had an 
answer and I’m pretty sure it wasn’t the only church preaching that answer then or now.

President Truman was a devout Christian and decided it was better to bomb 
Hiroshima, better to kill many civilians all at once to save many, many more of 

Who Would Jesus Bomb? 
Randall Tremba

Truman’s favored people. It was a horrible but necessary calculus, or so he believed.
That calculus seems reasonable to many of us. But, then, what of Saddam 

Hussein, who justified using poisonous gas against his Kurdish enemies with the same 
calculus? Saddam was fed up with the 10-year-long, costly war with Iran. Saddam, 
too, wanted a quick end to the endless killing of his favored people.

What is the right thing to do, the absolutely right thing to do when those you love 
are being led like sheep to the slaughter? What would Jesus do?

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the 20th-century German Lutheran pastor and theologian 
who wrote the book Cost of Discipleship, gradually came to embrace pacifism as  

the way of Jesus. He was one of only a few min-
isters who refused to preach the Nazi gospel in 
church. And yet, he conspired with a small cadre 
of other Germans to assassinate Hitler by hiding a 
bomb under the fuehrer’s table. The attempt failed. 
Bonhoeffer was arrested, imprisoned, and executed.

Bonhoeffer never claimed that what he did was 
right. In fact, he thought it might be terribly wrong. 
All he could do was throw himself upon the mercy 
of God.

What would Jesus do? Who would Jesus bomb?
Christians have tried to extrapolate from the 

Bible what Jesus and/or God might say about 
 contemporary issues. The church has gotten it right 
some times; and wrong some times. The Bible 
may be necessary but it is not sufficient. New 
 knowledge, insights, and experiences must be taken 
into account. The mind and heart must be fully 
engaged.

At one time slavery was justified by appealing 
to the Bible, as were the subordination of women, 
and the exclusion of divorced and remarried persons 
from ordained ministry in the church. And now the 
church is divided on the question of ordaining per-
sons who are  homosexual.

What would Jesus do? Who would Jesus ordain? Who would Jesus bomb?
What makes these questions difficult is that the Jesus before Easter and the Jesus 

after Easter are not exactly the same. Jesus said of himself that the seed must die for 
the grain to grow. The seed and the grain are not exactly the same. Indeed, his spirit 
has outgrown the Jewish husk in which it was first embodied.

Jesus was an innovative Jewish teacher of wisdom. He taught and embodied true 
communion with the One and true community with others. His passion was for life. 
And yet he accepted death on a cross as a way to end the perpetual cycle of violence 
and revenge among his people, or so he believed. It was a radical act of faith — 
 childlike trust that love, not hate, was at the heart of reality.

After Easter, “Jesus” arose in more ways than one, including rising into the 
 collective consciousness of his Jewish followers, and from there across ethnic and 
national boundaries. Jesus arose in the imagination of countless souls including  
St. Francis, Teresa of Avila, Gandhi, Mother Teresa, Dorothy Day, and Martin Luther 
King, Jr., to name just a few.

“Jesus,” an historic person, has become a symbol and sacrament of undying love. 
“I will love my enemies even if it kills me.” The challenge is not to mimic the first-
century Jewish Jesus but to embody that way of love with all the intelligence, wis-
dom, and courage we can muster in ever-changing situations. “Jesus” is what happens 
when the divine and human live and work in harmony. And where that happens, the 
bombing stops and the peacemaking begins.

Jesus went on with his disciples to the villages of Caesarea Philippi; and on the way he asked his disciples, “Who do people say that I am?” (Mark 8:27)Byliners
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Cover Artist Our cover artist for this year is Joan Keith. When painting on location she responds to the landscape with vibrant color to convey 
the way she feels about it. Quoting Robert Henri: “Don’t try to paint ’good landscapes.’ Try to paint canvases that will show how 
interesting the landscape looks to you — your pleasure in the thing.” She likes to spot abstractions in the landscape and experiment 
with color, form, and shape.
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